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The most often occurring demands:
■  local geophysical measurements for the 
water supply of small communities by a 
few  wells
■  regional geophysical mapping to deter­
mine hydrological conditions for irriga­
tion, regional agricultural development.
■  large-scale exploration for the water 
supply of towns, extended areas i.e. re­
gional waterworks,
■  determination of bank storage of river ter­
races, planning of bank filtered well sys­
tems,
■  thermal water exploration for use as an 
energy source, agricultural use or com ­
munity utilization,
■  cold and warm karst water prospecting,
■  water engineering problems, water co n ­
struction works
The Maxi Probe electromagnetic sounding and mapping 
system -  produced under licence by Geoprobe Ltd Cana­
da -  is an ideal tool for shallow depths, especially in areas 
where seismic results are poor or unobtainable
ELGI has a vast experience in solving problems o f environ­
mental protection such as control o f surface waters, reser­
voir construction, industrial and communal waste dis­
posal, protection o f surface and ground water etc. ELGI's 
penetrologgerprovides in-situ information -  up to a maxi­
mum depth o f 30 m -  on the strength, sand/shale ratio and 
density w ithout costly drilling
ELGI offers  contracts  w ith  c o -o p era t­
ing partners to  p artic ip a te  in the  w ho le  
com plex process o f exp lo ra tion -  
drillin g -p ro d u ctio n .
For fu rth e r in fo rm atio n  ask fo r our 
booklets on instrum ents and applica­
tions. Let us kno w  your problem  and w e  
w ill select the  appropria te  m ethod and 
the best instrum ent fo r your purpose. 
Our address: ELGI FOB 35. Budapest.
Field work with ELGI's 24-channel 
portable seismograph
H -7440. HUNGARY 
Telex: 22-6194 el g I h






ON THE EXAMPLE OF THE PANNONIAN BASIN WITH PARTICULAR EMPHASIS 







(A) Pre-Meeting Field Trip:
Marginal Facies ot the Pannonian Basin (including lignite deposits) 
Registration and Sightseeing in Budapest, 
with a visit to the Hungarian Geological Survey (founded in 1869)
Technical Sessions (including a Poster Session)
Post-Meeting Field Tnps
(B) Geology, agriculture, environment and urban engineering.
Geology in the Pannonian Basin.
(C) Oil and gas, underground water, and geothermy in the Pannonian Basin.
Language: English 
During the Meeting,
an АН-European Regional Meeting ol the International Geological Correlation Programme (IGCP)
will also be held
Address:
MAEGS-8 Org. Com.
Hungarian Geological Society 
H-1027 Budapest, F6 u. 68. I. 102.
Hungary
Telephone: 36-!-251-0999; 3 6 - 1-251 -0 0 8 9 / I. VETŐ 
Telex: 61-225220 ( máfi h )
Telefax: 36 - 1 - 251 - 0703
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GENERALIZATION AND ROBUSTIFICATION O F THE 
COVARIANCE MATRIX
Béla HAJAGOS* and Ferenc STEINER*
After some unavoidable simplifications in Section 1 typical instances as well as 
problematic examples are given for the use of the inverse covariance matrix of the classical 
statistics for weighting. Because of the limited applicability of this matrix, in Section 2 a 
generalized version of the covariance matrix is introduced; its applicability is mostly 
shown using P-algorithms, i.e., weighted most freqent value calculations. The generalized 
inverse covariance matrix turned out to be valid also in the case of small samples if we 
use P-algorithms.
In Section 3 the method for determining this generalized covariance matrix is given 
as the robustification of the classical one; this determination is (from the viewpoint of the 
computation technique) consistent with the basic algorithms of the most frequent value 
procedures.
Keywords: correlation coefficient, asymptotic variance, general covariance matrix,
The probability theory defines the covariance a u, of the random 
variables Ç and r) well known as
(E denotes the expected value). If the common density function is denoted 
by f(x,y), the covariance is to be calculated as the following integral:
robustification, most frequent value, dihesion
1. Introduction
1.1 Some definitiofis o f classical statistics
( 1)
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°xy=ï  î  (x~Ex) (y -E y )f(x j)  dxdy, (2)
and if n pairs of data (x;,y() are given, a very simple expression corresponds 
to Eq. (2):
i  £  (хг*) (угу) ; 
/=1
(3)
the arithmetic means x  and у  are the estimates of the expected values Ex 
and Ey, respectively.
The degree of stochastic connection between Ç and q is measured by 
the correlation coefficient px>, :
Pry (4)
ax and Oy denote the corresponding scatters, i.e., the square roots of the 
variances, consequently the integral formula for prv is
J  f ( x~Ex) (y-Ey,f(x,y) dxdy
“'xy
(x-Ex) 2 f(x )  dx -Ey) zf(y )  dу
and the estimate of this value is calculated clearly as
(5)
£  (xr x) • (yr y)
=_____ /=1________________
'ry= Г п -----------  Г п -----------
V £  (хг х) 2 • V £  (yr ÿ) 2 
/= 1 1=1
(6)
In the case of J  random variables Çl5 the notations рд and
Ojk represent the correlation coefficient and the covariance of the variables 
and l,k. If, similarly, ay and ok represent the corresponding scatters, the 
matrix of all covariances, i.e., the so-called covariance matrix S, can be 
written as
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a\ p12 0J ct2 Pi3 CTj a 3
2
Pl2 a l ст2 ст2 Р2З CT2 CT3
Р1У a l
Р2У °2  ° J
(7)
РЛ CT1 ° J  PJ2 °2  ° J  P j3  CT3 aJ
This way of presentation of the covariances— used also in the famous 
article of INMAN [1975]— clearly shows their meaning and suggests that 
the interpretation of the correlation coefficients, presented in the correlation 
matrix
1 P12 Р13 ••• P u
P21 1 P23 ••• P2J
Pл  PJ2 PJ3 ■■■ 1
(8)
is much more a primary quantity than that of the covariances, although the 
latter can directly be calculated according to Eqs. (2) or (3) and seemingly 
(see Eq. 4) the correlation coefficient is the secondary (inasmuch as it is 
derived) quantity.
1. 2 Simplifications
The significance of the correlation matrix of the errors in respect of 
inversion algorithms lies in the fact that its inverse can be appropriately 
used for weighting, see e.g. the already cited paper of INMAN, where a well 
defined geophysical inversion task is thoroughly treated (including the 
way of linearization, ridge regression, etc.). In contrast to this way of 
treatment, in the present paper from the point of view of the possible 
geophysical tasks only the simplest situation is supposed: direct measure­
ments are made for the same quantity, say, for the rock porosity n, but not 
all data are characterized by the same probable error and/or by the same 
type of the error distribution. After this simplificaton we can pay full 
attention to problems of generalization and robustification.
For the clearest presentation of our trains of thought leading to the 
necessary generalization and robustification of the covariance matrix, 
however, some further simplifications are unavoidable. In all cases dis­
cussed in the present paper the inverse of the covariance matrix shall give
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the same weight, for na data another weight, for the remaining nb data 
(nb = n-na)i.e., na data will have equal weights and this is true for the 
remaining ones, too.
Consequently, if we give the weight w (0 < w < 1) for the n statisti­
cally equally behaving data and the weight (1-w) for the nb (from the 
statistical aspect similarly equal) data, the error-curve of the results obtain­
ed by statistical algorithm as a function of w will have its minimum place 
wopt determined by the inverse of the covariance matrix.
In this Introduction the ‘statistical algorithm’ mentioned above refers 
to the classical one, i.e., the minimization of the L2-norm, — which is here 
simply the calculation of weighted means as according to our supposition 
direct measurements are made for the unknown geophysical quantity (say 
for the porosity of the rock at a given depth level).
Our simplifications enable us to write the variance Oq of the result x0 
in a simple analytical form, on the basis of the well known general 
expression
П
Cí aí + Jj  Cj ck pjk Oj ok 
j, k-1j*k
(9)
which belongs to the random variable
? 0 = Í ^ ,  . (10)
/=1
(In Eq. (9), instead of the often used notations VAR (Ç,) and COV(Çy,^) oj 
and p<jk Oj ok, respectively, are written in accordance with the notations already 
used in Eq. (7).)




2 2 cf of ( 11)
and this is to be written as
Oq (w) =
[na w + nb (l -w)]
^{rtaW2 o2a + nb ( l - w ) 2 оЦ ( 12)
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if (as was agreed earlier),
1
na w + nb (l-w) w
1=1 i=n„+1
(13)
In Eq. (12) oa and ab represent the scatters (i.e., the square roots of 
the variances) of the na and nb data.
The minimum place ag(vv) (see Eq. 12) is
\ /o t
wopt
1 / ° i  + l /a l
(14)
(which is simply to verify by differentiation). This is in accordance with 
the following general form of the inverse of the covariance matrix valid for 
pair-wise independence of the random variables:
1 / ctj 0 0  . 0
0 1 / 0 2 0 0
СЛ II
0 0 1 / 0 3  . 0
0 0 0  .. . 1 / 0 2
(15)
The general form of matrix S ' 1 in the case of different mutual depend­
ences of the random variables cannot be given in a simple way.
We shall discuss, however, only such cases when only nb random 
variables are pair-wise dependent for the neighbouring indices character­
ized by the same correlation coefficient p. (Naturally nb must now be an 
even number). Otherwise the simplification made in the independent case 
remains, i.e., there exits only two different variances and ct^ , conse­
quently the covariance matrix will have the following form:
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S =
c l 0 0 0
0 • 0 0
0 ■ 0 0 ° b P °b 0 0
0 • 0 0 P ° b ° b 0 0
0 0 o 2b P °b
0 0 рст£ u l
/la columns пь columns
(16)
In this special case S ' 1 also has a simple form:
s ' 1 =
1/ct2 0 0
0 ... 0 1 /a t
0 0
ст |(1 -р2) a2b ( 1 -p2)
0 ... 0 0 -








(1 -P 2) 1-P2)
ст|(1 -р2) a2b ( 1 -p2)
(the product of both matrices in Eqs. (16) and (17) should result in the unity 
matrix).
Now, the ‘proposal’ of the matrix S '1 for the weights to be applied is:








In our simplified case the notations of Inman [1975] correspond to the following: 
M= 1 and P°=0 therefore Д P=x0\ A =1 (the unity matrix) ; [Д G], = дг,- ; N  “ 1 = S ' 1 . Conse­
quently, the expression to be minimized (see Eq. (8) in the just cited article) simplifies to
П
ф = L  ai*‘ (xi - xo) ( 4  - *o) (19)
i,k-1
(in our notations) having clearly the minimum place defined by
Li
-----  (2°)
I  I1=1 t-1
(compare our Eq. (10); o,k represent an element of the inverse covariance matrix s ’ . 
The same ci-s are the results of course if we minimize the expression in our Eq. (9).) The 
weights in Eq. (18) clearly correspond to the general expression in Eq. (20), taking the 
actual s " 1 (see Eq. 17) into consideration.





(and this clearly reduces to the form given in Eq. (14) if p = 0). The same 
result is reached if the general expression in Eq. (9) is concretized to our 
actual case to get the analogue of Eq. (12):
4  (w ) = ------------~ ---- 772 \na ^ ° a  + M l “ ” )2 Ü + P) 4 }  (22)[na w+nb (l-w)] 1 J
and we look for the minimum place of this function by differentiation.
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It is instructive to show in figures the variation of the error committed 
by the statistical algorithm used for the whole range of w (0< w <1). The 
‘probable error’ (defined by Bessel) and denoted by q is frequently used 
by engineers: if F is  the probability distribution function and F 1 its inverse,
<7 = ^  [F  _1 (3 /4 )-F  _1 (1 /4)]
and therefore it is also called ‘semi-interquartile range’. The ‘semi-inter- 
sextile range’ Q is similarly defined:
C?= ^  [ F -1 (5/6) -  F -1 (1/6) ] . (24)
It is obvious that it is twice as probable that absolute errors are less than 
Q, than greater than Q whilst these probabilities are equal using q as the 
error characteristic: one half of the errors are expected inside the interquar­
tile interval, the other half outside of it. We shall use throughout the 
probable error q, which is to be calculated for a Gaussian error distribution 
well known as
q = 0.6745 • a (25)
Sometimes the curve of the semi-intersextile range Q in function of w will 
be also shown; for the Gaussian case
Q  = 0.9674 • a  (26)
holds.
Our demands for accuracy are less rigorous in the case of the errors than in the case 
of the geophysically important quantities (depths, porosities, etc.) to be determined. If, 
say, by a geophysical depth-determination the relative error is 4%, this is meant as an 
error-range between 3.5% and 4.5 %, consequently the relative error of the error is here 
accepted to be 25 %. Indeed, the relative error of a simple determination of the scatter a 
is 1 00/72 n % even in the least problematic case: when the data have Gaussian distri­
bution. For example, ifn=8, this error is obviously 25 %. (The just cited formula is a special 
variant of the expression in Eq. (55), namely for a —*■ °°, viz, this limiting case corresponds 
to the Gaussian distribution of the errors.) Consequently, the difference between Q and 
a of only some per cent for the gaussian distribution (see Eq. 26) can be neglected in nearly 
all practical cases. By theoretical investigations, however, naturally the exact connection 
given by Eq. (26) is to be taken into consideration.
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1.3 Examples, problems, meditations
It is time to show some examples of classical fashion: firstly for 
Gauss-distributed data. Although on the grounds of Eqs. (22), (25) and (26) 
both theoretical curves q(w) and Q(w), respectively, are easy to construct 
for various situations, we also show Monte Carlo results for w = 0; 0.1; 0.2; 
...; 0.9; 1.0. More exactly, for all situations random numbers in question 
N= 1000 times were generated and the just investigated statistical algorithm 
applied in all investigated cases of this paper (this algorithm is, in the first 
examples, simply the calculation of the weighted average according to Eq. 
(13), i.e., an L2-norm algorithm,) and the empirical g-value (sometimes also 
the Q- value) of these 1000 results were determined. For information about 
the statistical fluctuation of these probable errors, the whole procedure was 
repeated three times, and the values obtained were, on the one hand, 
separately demonstrated in all Figures, and on the other hand, also the 
interval of the actual fluctuation was indicated as short perpendicular 
straight line for all w-values. The self-consistence belonging to this dem­
onstration of our Monte Carlo results throughout the paper proved to be 
fruitful.
In the first example are only (pair-wise) independent errors, all have 
Gaussian distribution but nb=4 of them are characterized by ob = /2" and 
na=4 by oa = 1. (As random variables here and later have the meaning of 
error, the parameter of location will always be equal to zero.)
Fig. 1 shows that Monte Carlo results are in full agreement with the 
theoretical curve based on Eq. (12), including naturally the fact that wopt is 
the same both for theoretical and Monte Carlo results. (The theoretical 
value of the wopt in question will always be indicated on such Figures, 
sometimes the theoretical ^-values for w=0 and 1, will be indicated too.)
In our second example all n=9 data have standard Gaussian distribution 
but only na=3 are independent, Ç4 and Ç5 , Ç6 and Ç7 , and Ç9 are 
correlated with a correlation coefficient of p = 0.6. (This is in full agree­
ment with our simplification in Section 1.2 and therefore it would have 
been enough to write nb= 6 and p = 0.6.) The Monte Carlo results and the 
theoretical curve q(w) based on Eqs. (22) and (25) are shown in Fig. 2; the 
conclusions are the same as for Fig. 1. (The p-scale also shown in Fig. 2 
indicates the w ^-values for the corresponding p-s on the ground of 
Eq. (21) which simplifies in this concrete case to wopr = (1+p) /(2+p). )
It is illusory, however, always to expect such excellent agreement 
between theoretical and Monte Carlo results, e.g., if nq data are Gauss-dis­
tributed characterized by aG = 3 and nb have the density distribution
f T(x) = (l-p ) f G(V,x)+p f G(oc ;x ), (p <0.5) , (27a)
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V i ]  1 2
,ч* = 1 U \+V 6 ]  '  1*1/2 " 3
q =.----------- !-----------= 0.27Sk
KIV i]* V i ] ]
Fig. 1. Error-curve of the results from the conventional /.2 -algorithm, using different weights. 
The data are independent and Gauss-distributed; па=пь=4. The best choice corresponds to the 
covariance matrix of classical statistics
1. ábra. A hagyományos /^-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje különböző súlyok 
alkalmazásakor. A primer adatok függetlenek és Gauss-eloszlásúak ; па=пь=4. Az a legjobb 
súlyválasztás, amely a klasszikus statisztika szerinti kovarianciamátrixnak felel meg
Рис. 1. Кривая погрешности результатов, полученных при традициональном 
альгорифме Lj при применении разных весов. Первычные данные независымые и 
имеют Гауссовское распределение,па=пь=4. Лучшим выбором веса является тот, 
который отвечает ковариационной матрице классической статистики
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Fig. 2. Error-curve of the results from the conventional ^-algorithm, using different weights 
(na= 3, пь= 6; rtrue=p= 0 .6). The best choice corresponds to the covariance matrix of classical
statistics
2. ábra. A hagyományos ^-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje különböző súlyok 
alkalmazásakor (na= 3, пь= 6; Пгие=р= 0,6). Az a legjobb súlyválasztás, amely a klasszikus 
statisztika szerinti kovarianciamátrixnak felel meg 
Puc. 2. Кривая погрешности результатов, полученных при традициональном 
алгорифме Li при применении разных весов (па= 3, пц= 6; r,rUe=p= 0,6). Лучшим 
выбором веса является тот, который отвечает ковариационной матрице классической
статистики
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i.e., nb data are Tukey-distributed. (See Eq. (83) in STEINER [1988]; in 
Eq. (27a) f G represents the Gaussian density function





In the monograph just cited the density function of arithmetic means for 
Tukey-distributed data is also given analytically, see Eq. (85).)
The scatter of the Tukey distribution is obviously
от= /  (1 -p )  +P  • o 2c (27c)
and this means a value of o T = 67.09 if we take p=0.2 and ctc=150 (this 
case is separately discussed in STEINER [1988]). As independence is also 
supposed, Eq. (14) would yield the appropriate wopt-value but we have in 
this way wop[ ~ 0 in contradiction to the Monte Carlo results for na=nb= 1 
shown in Fig. 3a where the choice w=0.9 seems the best (both q(w) and 
Q(w) curves are presented in the figure). Seemingly — at least belonging 
the minimum place — the Monte Carlo results correspont to the ‘theoreti­
cal’ expectations if na=nb=4 (see also Fig. 3a) but this is not true for the 
whole range of w: we see in Fig. 3b (where other ordinate scaling is used) 
that the q-value from Monte Carlo calculations for w= 1 is only a small 
fraction of the ‘theoretical value’ according to Eq. (12) which is to be 
calculated in this case simply as 0.6745 o T 7/4".
The foregoing calls attention to the fact the scatters in the covariance 
matrix would be misinterpreted as the minimum of the L2 norm of the 
differences (x~x0) for the other distribution: they are to be understood, on 
the contrary, as asymptotic scatters of the arithmetic means.
The asymptotic scatter is defined for estimates as
A = lim vTT ■ o„ ,
(28)
where aest is the empirical scatter of the estimates. As the estimates frequently approximate 
Gaussian distribution [see e.g. HUBER 1981]  if  n -* °° the approxim ation 
q = 0.6745 A//7TorÇ = 0.9674 vt//Tfcan be adequately used (see also Eq. (25) and (26)). 
If we say only ‘variance’, it means the asymptotic variance of the arithmetic averages.
The foregoing means that the weigthing given by the inverse covari­
ance matrix is to be understood asymptotically, — but what about small 
samples? In the extreme case na= 1 shown in Fig. 3a for the weight w=l is 
clearly the semi-interqartile range of the mother distribution and it is 
authentic and not the value 0.6745 a T ; the former is about an order less 
in the cited case than in the latter. This means that acceptable results by 
using the inverse covariance matrix for weighting are to be expected for
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s em i-in te rquan tile
ranges
Fig. 3a. Error-curve of the results from the conventional ^-algorithm , using different weights. 
The best choice for па=пь= 1 does not correspond to the classical covariance matrix: wopt can be 
calculated from the q- and Q- values, respectively, of the mother distributions
3a. ábra. A hagyományos ^-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje különböző súlyok 
alkalmazásakor. Az па=пь=\ esetben a legjobb súly választás nem felel meg a klasszikus 
kovarianciamátrixból következőknek: wop, az anyaeloszlások q- ill. Ç-értékeibôl számítható
Рис. За. Кривая погрешности результатов, полученных при традиционный алгорифме 
Í2 при применении разных весов. В случае лд=л*=1 лучший выбор веса не отвечает 
следтствиям классической ковариационной матрици : wop, вычисляется по значениям
q и Q матерных распределений
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semi-interquant il*
Fig. 3b. Error-curve of the results from the conventional /^-algorithm, using different weights 
(па=пъ=4). The error-value at w=l is only a small fraction of the value calculated on the basis of
the variance
3b. ábra. A hagyományos Z,2-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje különböző súlyok 
alkalmazásakor (па=пь=4). A w= 1 -nél csak egy törtrésze az eredmény hibája a szórásból
számíthatónak
Puc. 3b. Кривая погрешности результатов, полученных при традиционный алгорифме 
L2 при применении разных весов (па=пь=4). При w =1 погрешность результата является
лишь дробной частью величины
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small samples only if the q- and/or the Q-values of the mother distribution 
do not differ significantly from 0.6745 a and 0.9674 -ct, respectively. If 
this is not the case, n must be large for the adequate use of S "1 for weighting.
In the next example the samples are not yet small: na=n^=100 holds. 
Two types of the/„/xj-supennodel were chosen (see Eq. (143) in STEINER 
[1988]), namely, for the type parameter values m= 1 and m -0.5, leading on 
the one hand to the well known Laplace distribution characterized by the 
density function
f ,  {x) = — e Iх !JLK 2 (29)
and, on the other hand, to a very peaky density function
fne м  = е~ 2'r^r \ (30)
and therefore it seems to be appropriate to call this latter ‘needle distribu­
tion’.
Both density functions are shown in Fig. 4. The flanks of the needle 
distribution are heavier than those of the Laplace distribution, therefore also 
the scatter (one = 2.7386) is significantly greater than that of the Laplace 
distribution (oL = f l )  yielding, according to Eq. (14), a wopt-value of
0.2105.
The Monte-Carlo results for the weighted means are near to the 
theoretical ones (see Fig. 5); the just given value of w t is fully satisfactory 
but some differences still exist in the neighbourhood of w=l (i.e., na=100 
is not yet enough in this case to speak justifiably about the practically ‘total 
fulfilment’ of the asymptotic rule, see the Z^-curve in Fig. 5, because of the 
long tails of the f ne distribution).
In Fig. 5 Monte-Carlo results for weighted medians are also demonst­
rated (see the Lr curve); the optimum value of w for this case (=0.8) has 
really nothing to do with the yet known value wopt=0.2105 which applies 
to the conventional statistical algorithm (i.e., with the minimization of the 
Z^-norm, which is in our simplified situations nothing more than weighted 
mean-calculations). — This curve will be discussed later more thor­
oughly; we indicate here only the important fact that the optimum values 
o f the weights strongly depend upon the statistical algorithm used and 
therefore appropriate generalization of the covariance matrix is unavoidab­
le. This generalization must also be able to solve the problem that scatters 
(figuring in the covariance matrix of Eq. (7)) are often, i.e., for very many 
type-models of probability distributions, infinite, and also the primarily 
given definition of a ^  (in Eq. (2)) can lose completely its meaning, e.g., if 
f(x,y) is the density function of a two-varibale Cauchy distribution. As also
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Fig. 4. Probability density function of the Laplace and the so-called ‘needle’ distribution; the 
latter is very peaky as well as having much heavier flanks than the Laplace distribution
4. ábra. A Laplace- és az ún. “tű"-eloszlás sűrűségfüggvénye. Az utóbbi egyrészt nagyon 
hegyes, másrészt viszont jelentősen súlyosabbak a szárnyai, mint a Laplace-eloszlásnak
Puc. 4. Функция плотности распределения Лапласа и иглового распределения. 
Последное с одной стороны слишком острое, однако его криля имеют больше весов,
чем распределение Лапласа
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L 1/**'iA2 _ k
v  Wop*"  1 /~ dA ^ 1 /" í AÍ " 4*1
L2: 4 >pt = -----------=
2/15
1/«&*1«J V 4 &  1/EA? 2/15+1/2
=0,2105
F/g. 5. Error-curves of the results from the /^-algorithm and the L\-algorithm, respectively 
(па=пь=\00). The minimum place of the Ti-curve has nothing to do with the conventional 
covariance matrix but it is easy to interpret on the basis of the generalized one
5. ábra. Az Lj- ill. L\-algoritmusokkal nyert eredmények hibagörbéi (па=пь= 100). Az Li-görbe 
minimumhelyének semmi köze sincs a hagyományos kovarianciamátrixhoz, de könnyen 
magyarázható az általánosított kovarianciamátrix alapján
Рис.5. Кривые погрешности результатов, полученных по алгорифмам Li и L\ 
(ла=л*=100). Минимум кривой L\ не имеет ничего общего с традиционной 
ковариационной матрицей, но легко объясняется по обобщеной ковариационной
матрице
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pxy in Eq. (4) has no meaning in these cases, obviously the correlation 
matrix must also be generalized.
2. Generalizations
2.1 Generalization o f the covariance matrix i f  the errors are independent
Let f(x) be the density function of the actual but unknown probability 
distribution. If we choose instead of f(x) a well defined density function 
g(x) as ‘substituting distribution’, the so-called /-divergence I„(f) is de­
fined as
<31)—oo
(see HAJAGOS [1982] or STEINER [1988]). As the /-divergence can be 
interpreted as a measure of the information loss, that Г-value of the location 
parameter figuring in g can be with reason accepted as the most characte­
ristic value for f  which minimizes the information loss, i.e., for them the 
relations
dL( f )





are simultaneously fulfilled. It is easy to verify (see either of the just cited 
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J a T 2 g f i x )  dr = 0 (35)
These equations define the statistical algorithm: Eq. (34) gives the algo­
rithm for the determination of the location parameter T, Eq. (35) defines 
that of the parameter of scale (5). For example, if g  is the Gaussian density 
function, Eq. (34) defines the formula for the expectant value E  as the 
location parameter, Eq. (35) defines the formula for the variance a 2; if g  is 
the Cauchy density function, the Eqs. (34) and (35) define the twofold 
iteration for determining the most frequent value (as T) and the 
dihesion e (as 5); etc.
If the following integral denoted by 8I  is calculated such T  and S 
simultaneously satisfy Eqs. (34) and (35), we get the ‘developed informa­







(Another name for^/is ‘relative information’, see HAJAGOS [1982] where 
the definition of 81 is first given.) The maximum value /  of # /presents itself 
in the case of g=f, I  is the well known Fisher-information. In this case the 
whole information is exhausted and therefore the straightforward definition 
of the efficiency e of the statistical algorithm defined by g  is
e = 8I/ I  ; (37)
and it also seems appropriate to use 8I  as weights. HAJAGOS [1985] has 
shown that
S‘ -T f2  <38>
where 8A 2 is the asymptotic variance of the estimates if g defines (by means 
of Eqs. (34) and (35)) the statistical algorithm. Substituting the expression 
of 8I  given by Eq. (38) in Eq. (37), and taking also into considetarion that 
I  = l / d ^ in, we in fact get the well known formula fot the efficiency
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If Eq. (38) defines the weights for data characterized by different error 
distributions, the diagonal matrix of these weights can be considered as the 
inverse (8A~‘) of the following general covariance matrix:
0 ... 0
0 8a 2 ...
0
0 ... 0 8A 2 л п
(39)
8A 2 means here the asymptotic variance if the estimates concern the random 
variable Ç,-. From the general covariance matrix 8A  for independent random 
variables obviously follows the classical one if g is Gaussian:
CTj 0
0  o 2 





(the inverse of S was given in Eq. (15)), as the expected value E  is defined 
by Eq. (34) if g is Gaussian, and the asymptotic variance of the estimates 
for E is well known the variance itself (i.e., oj in case of Ç(). — It is 
convenient to denote also by an arbitrary statistical algorithm the asymp­
totic scatter 8A by the characteristic itself which is estimated, e.g., if g is 
the Laplace distribution, the median (med) of Ç is estimated (as it can easily 
be verified on the ground of Eq. (34)), therefore medA is written in this case 
(and eA = o evidently holds). The only exception is the standard version of 
the most frequent value calculations, i.e. if the theoretical value of M is 
estimated: simply A is written instead of 4 4  and thus the covariance matrix 
has the form, in case of independence if the P-norm is minimized:
A 2 0 ... O '
0 A \
A -  „  ■ (4.)
0 ... 0 A;,
Instead of citing many papers we prefer to give in brief here the basic definitions and 
relations belonging to the P-norm, tne standard version of the most frequent value 
calculations, etc.
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The P-norm is defined as
P = E • exp Jin 
where for e (i.e., for the so-called dihesion)
1+ x~xo2 E f(x)  dr







must hold iteratively. The minimum P-value is reached if xo=M is defined by
oo
J.v (x) x f i x)  dr
M = —------------------  . (44)
Jps(.r) f (x)  dr
M  is called the most frequent value (in standard version); the functions s(x) is defined by
six) = 4 e2
4е2+(г-А/)2
(45)
Eqs. (44) and (43) simultaneously define M and e (in Eq. (43) naturally xo=M must be 
substituted); in the case of a homogeneous sample xj, ....,x„ the estimates for M and e are 
calculated (by means of a twofold iteration) on the ground of the sum-counterparts of Eqs. 
(43) and (44). These equations are easy to get if we substitute
П
f ix)  = £  Xj 5 (x-x,) (46)
i-i
into Eqs. (43) and (44); for more details see the summarizing tables at the end o f STEINER [1990] 
and [1991].




f ix)  dr
A2-
I 4e2 -3  jx-M)  2 [4 e2+(r-M)2]3f ix)  dr
(47)
(see e.g. Eq (134) with k =  2 in STEINER [1988]).
The most important question in respect of the inverse algorithms is the 
following: Do the basic statements concerning the optimum weighting
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discussed in Section 1 remain after this generalization of the covariance 
matrix? In particular if our independent data are distributed according to 
two different ways (we have agreed that this simplification is consequently 
used in this paper), does the analogue of Eq. (14), i.e.,
wopt
1 / 8A 2a
1 / 8A 2a ■1 / 84
(48)
really give the optimum weight? For example, for LI-norm algorithms (i.e., 
for calculation of sample medians) really
wopt
\ /" ,edAl
l/" ,edA2a + l/medA i
(49)
in the case of the P-norm (i.e., for calculations of the most frequent values) is
w opt
1 / 4
1 / 4 + 1 / 4
(50)
really the best choice?
We have seen the Monte Carlo results from calculating medians in 
Fig. 5 (see once more the Lj-curve). The asymptotic scatter of the sample 
medians can be expressed (see e.g. CRAMÉR [1946]) simply as
tnedA = 12 f(med) (51)
for the distributions defined in the Eqs. (29) and (30). The wopt=0.8 value 
calculated according to Eq. (49) fully corresponds to the Monte Carlo 
results. In addition, the following analogue of Eq. (12) also seems to be 
valid for independent cases
s4  (w) = ----------- 1 2 \na W2 • * 4  + nb (1-W)2 • * 4 ]  , (52)
[na w+nh(l-w)] z 1 J
as by substituting ",edA instead of the general gA two times in Eq. (52), the 
theoretical q(w) calculated as 0.6745. medÄQ (w) is near to the Monte Carlo 
results.
Two remarks: a/ theoretical curves are drawn in the overwhelming majority of our 
figures with dashed lines; b/ as far as the applied constant 0.6745 is concerned, we refer 
once more to the fact that estimates very often have (but not always) Gaussian distribution 
(see Huber [1981]).
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The small departures between the theoretical curve and the Monte 
Carlo results in the neighbourhood of w=l are similar using the L^norm 
as in the discussed case of the /^-algorithm because na=100 is not enough 
to get complete accordance with the asymptotic rules. The reasons, how­
ever, are quite different: the flanks of L e are very elongated and therefore 
the sample size must be very large if we wish the averages to behave 
according to the asymptotic rule, the behaviour of the central zone has 
hardly any influence; — on the contrary: the calculation of the sample 
medians is extremely sensitive in the case of symmetrical and unimodal 
distributions to the data around the maximum place of the density curve if 
the latter has a peaky maximum but in the case of the extreme pointedness 
of/„e-curve (see Fig. 4) na= 100 is really not yet enough to detect accurately 
this feature of the density curve on the basis of the sample (it is completely 
indifferent in respect of the sample medians if the flanks are heavy or not).
In Fig. 1 we saw in the case of na=nb=4 full agreement between Monte 
Carlo results and the theoretical curve expressing primarily asymptotic 
behaviour. The first example for the eventual discordance was shown on 
the right hand side of Fig. 3a: the Monte Carlo results have expressed well 
the characteristic of the mother distribution itself, — but this was very far  
from the theoretical value calculated according to the asymptotic rule, 
namely, on the ground of the asymptotic scatter (EA = <j ) of the averages. 
The just discussed departures in Fig. 5 are traceable to similar origin, not 
only for L} but also for Lx, too.
From the viewpoint of geophysical practice it is very important that 
small samples also behave at least approximately according to the asymp­
totic rule and this is achieved if some significant characteristic of the mother 
distribution, say, q or Q, is near to the asymptotic scatter of the estimates 
obtained by the statistical algorithm in question. As according to Eq.(26), 
Q ~ EA = a holds for the very classical, namely for the Gaussian case, we 
should see whether the intersextile range Q is far from or near to the 
asymptotic scatter of the standard most freqent value calculations (i.e., of 
the characteristic of the algorithms based on the P-norm, denoted by A ) for 
frequently occuring mother distribution types.
The distribution types of the ‘/iW -superm odef defined by
fa W = r,f, 1
/ Г Т 0  <1+*2)a/2
(a > 1) (53)
proved to be adequate for modelling actual error distributions which occur 
in geophysical practice. Introducing p= 1 \{a - l) as parameter of type it can 
be proven that p 2~Pi well approximates the type-distance of the correspond­
ing distributions (defined by a2 and a ^ . Consequently it is straightforward 
to show all important characteristics as a function of p  for a great type
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interval, mostly from the Gaussian (p=0) to the Cauchy distribution (p= 1; 
for more details about the supermodel fa(x), e.g. Cramér-Rao bounds, 
efficiencies, etc., see STEINER [1988]).
In our case in Fig. 6 the curve of the quotient A/Q  was drawn as a 
function of p\ for comparison the o /Q  curve is also shown in the same 
figure.
Our conclusion on the ground of the A/Q-curve of Fig. 6 is that A~Q  
is satisfactorily fulfilled for a very broad type interval (from the Gaussian 
type at least to the Cauchy-distribution); consequently, it is justifiable to 
expect that asymptotic rules are applicable (with the demanded accuracy) 
also fo r  small samples i f  algorithms based on the P-norm are used. As a 
lower limit four data in a sample can be expected because for only three data 
the notion ‘most frequent value’ is hard to interpret adequately (and for two 
data all algorithms investigated — based on Lr , L^- or P-norm — give the 
same estimate).
Puc. 6. Приближенное равенство A aQ 
действует для широкого диапазона 
типов; о ö Q выполняется лишь для 
гауссовских распределений и их 
непосредственной близости
Fig. б. Relation А -  Q holds for a large 
type interval; о * Q is valid only for the 
immediate neighbourhood of the Gaussian
6. ábra. Az A •* Q közelítő egyenlőség 
széles típustartományra érvényes; a “ Q 
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The cr/Q-curve of Fig. 6 shows that o~Q  holds only for a surprisingly 
small type interval in the very neighbourhood of the Gaussian distribution; 
the problems shown in the Introduction are therefore to be understood 
without any difficulty. As
f 1
holds for f a distributions, a  is infinite for a great variety of probability 
distribution types. In addition, it can be proved, that the asymptotic scatter 
of empirical scatters divided by the true value of о is to be calculated 




A a / o
=3"
a- 5 1 , if a>5
if a<5
(55)
It means that in the case of the very often occuring a=5 (see the density 
curve of the type-occurence in Fig. 19) the determination of the elements 
of the covariance matrix becomes problematic (at least from the in point of 
view of acceptable accuracy).
Let us look at some examples. But first of all a remark which belongs 
to all the examples shown in this Section: to tell the truth, it would really 
be necessary to discuss in detail an enormous number of variants but if we 
were to do this, there would be the danger of losing the clarity of the present 
paper. The most essential things, however, can be shown, too, if we restrict 
ourselves to Cauchy-distributed data: the classical covariance matrix is not 
even defined in this case and therefore these examples stress best of all the 
importance and necessity of the generalized covariance matrix. In some 
cases the sample will consist of Cauchy- as well as of Gauss-distributed 
data. The calculations were made on the ground of the generally applicable 
P-norm.
Curiously enough also the theoretical q(w)-curve of the Z^-results can be simply 
given if the sample contains only Cauchy-distributed data but na of them have a probable 
error of qa and nb are to be characterized by qb:
<7o M  "
1
na w+nb(l-w)
\na w  qa + nb{l-w)- qb \ (56)
The validity of Eq. (56) can easily be proven on the basis of the Cauchy distribution 
being a so-called stable one (see Subsection 2.2). The q0(wj function in Eq. (56) is 
evidently a monotonous one and therefore no minimum exists for 0<и><1.
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Fig. 7 shows the theoretical q(w) and Çfwj-curves, respectively, as 
0.7645 and 0.9674 times (see Eqs. (25) and (26)) of the A0(w)-values 
calculated according to
which is clearly a special variant of Eq. (52) for P-algorithms. (The 
numerical values of A obtained by using Eq. (47) are given for some 
distribution types in STEINER [1990], e.g., A=1.5 holds for the standard 
Cauchy distribution and A=1.0466 is valid for the standard Gaussian 
distribution. If the parameter of scale S differs from unity, A (being valid 
for the standard case) is to be multiplied by the actual value of S. The Monte 
Carlo results agree satisfactorily with the theoretical ones in the case of 
Fig. 7 although only a small sample was investigated (na=nb=4). The same 
is true for the P-curve of Fig. 8; in this case samples contained data of 
Cauchy type as well as of Gaussian type. Consequently, the inverse of the 
generalized covariance matrix informs us adequately about the best weight 
wopt to be used.
The elements of the classical correlation matrix p (see Eq. 8) are 
defined by Eqs. (4) and (5) and calculated on the ground of data pairs 
according to Eq. (6). These matrix elements, i.e., the correlation coeffi­
cients, are used popularly in practice (it is certain that one of the reasons 
for this is that — 1 < p < 1 always holds), — although their definition do not 
make possible a plausible interpretation of this notion for appliers.
An obvious interpretation of p, however, can be simply given in the 
special case if Ç , q and Ç have equally standard Gaussian distribution Ç 
and Ç are independent and the relation
holds. Namely, it can be proven (see e.g. CRAMÉR [1946]) that in this case 
Eq. (5) results really in the correlation coefficient p having, according to 
Eq. (58), an immediate meaning: the random variable q ‘contains’ the 
random variable Ç to the extent of the proportionality factor p.
As Eq. (58) gives an obvious and simple connection of random 
variables, this relation should be regarded by our generalizing as a primary 
definition of a value which measures the closeness of the connection 
between random variables Ç and q. In the general case we shall denote this 
proportionality factor by rtrue, — but how can Eq. (58) itself be generalized?
• ^ na ^ ' A l  + nb ( l - w ) 2 - A 2b , (57)
2. 2 Generalization o f the correlation matrix
q = p -Ç  + Ç - V l - p 2 (58)
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Fig. 7. Error curve of the results from the P-algorithm (па=пь=4). The best choice of the weights 
corresponds to the generalized covariance matrix
7. ábra. P-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje (па=пь=4). A súlyok optimális választása 
az általánosított kovarianciamátrixnak felel meg
Puc. 7. Кривая погрешностей результатов, полученных по алгорифму Р(па=пц=4). 
Оптимальный выбор весов отвечает обобщенной ковариационной матрице
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P : W0pt = •
1-2 : *opt "
1/A? 1/1.S2





Fig. 8. Error curve of the results from the / ’-algorithm (na=4 data are Cauchy-distributed, n*=4 
are Gaussian). The best choice o f the weights corresponds to the generalized covariance matrix
8. ábra. P-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje (na=4 adat Cauchy-, пь=4 adat pedig 
Gauss-eloszlású). A súlyok optimális választása az általánosított kovarianciamátrixnak felel meg
Puc. 8. Кривая погрешностей результатов, полученных по альгорифму Р ( данные ло=4 
имеют распределение Коши, а данные л*=4 гауссовское распределение). 
Оптимальный вибор весов отвечает обобщенной ковариационной матрице
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In the first step the premise of the Gaussian distribution of the proba­
bility distributions should be given up. The supposition of the Gaussian 
type of all three random variables was convenient in respect of Eq. (58) 
because of the so-called stability of the Gaussian distributions: the sum of 
two Gaussian random variables is also Gaussian. There are, however, 
plenty of stable and symmetrical distributions besides the Gaussian, namely 
the types of the / a(x)-supermodel defined by
f a  (■*) = ~  f  exp { ~ \ t \ a / a  ) • cos (x t ) dtК J
0
(0 < a  < 2) (59)
(for more about this supermodel see in STEINER [1990]; f a(x) is the 
Gaussian density function if a  = 2 , and in the case of a  = 1 we get the 
Cauchy distribution). Our generalization is simple: a  should have all its 
possible values, not only the value 2. In this case the following generalized 
version of Eq. (58) is needed:
П = r true ' ^ + C ' О" Кие I“)17“ (60)
(see Eq. (3) in HAJAGOS and STEINER [1989b]) and this corresponds to the 
following density function:
f a  (*O0 =
1
a - i w i a)1/a
f a  M  f a
y~rtrue x
a - i w i a)1/a
(6 i)
With a  = 2 this expression clearly gives the well known formula for the 
two-variable Gaussian distribution.
The f a and /a distributions are very similar, see e.g. F ig . 9, — but this 
close connection can also be demonstrated theoretically (based on the 
investigation of efficiencies, see again the just cited paper. The following 
empirical formula yields that value of a  for a given type parameter a; in 
such cases f a is most similar to /a:
a (a) = 2-0.92 ■ arc tan 1.9 a- 1 (62)
see Fig. 10). Consequently, the two-variable//.*,y) can be written as
, ,  I , a \ l / a  f °  ^  f °О - Кие I )
У~г,true
О" I rtrue Г ) " “
fa (*O0  = (63)
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where the а -value is defined by Eq. (62).











( r true;i,k characterizes the closeness of the statistical connection between 
and ). Nothing was said, however, till now about the determination of 
the rtrue ik -values; this will be treated from the point of view of practice in 
Subsection 3.1.
To have some idea about the error committed if we regard the expres­
sion for p in Eq. (6 ) as an estimate of rtrue, see the curves for different 
а -values in Fig. 11 (reprinted from HAJAGOS and STEINER [1989b]). For 
a = 1.5, which often occurs p is greater by nearly 0.1 for a large rtrue-in­
terval, and for a  = 1 the difference can be 0.25, too, — and this value is a
Fig. 11. Value of correlation coefficient p defined in classical statistics is systematically larger 
than rtrue if the distributions in question are stable distributions characterized by a<2 (a=2 is the
Gaussian case)
11. ábra. A klasszikus statisztika által definiált p korrelációs együttható szisztematikusan 
nagyobb, mint rtrue, ha a<2 (a=2 esetén Gauss-eloszlással van dolgunk)
Puc. 11. Коэффициент корреляции p, дефинированный по классической статистике 
систематически выше, чем т1гие , если а<2. (В случае а=2 имеем дело с гауссовским
распределением)
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quarter of the whole |rmJ-range. No wonder that practicians mostly believe 
in the existence of any correlation only if p is greater (or even significantly 
greater) than 0.5 (it should not be forgotten that a= l means the Cauchy 
distribution type — and this type can be utilized for modeling the unavoid­
able outliers, too, in the case of error distributions originally having not 
such heavy flanks, see TARANTOLA [1987]).
2. 3 Generalization o f the covariance matrix
The elements of the classical covariance matrix are to be written as 
pik Of ok, see Eq. (7). We have seen, however, that rtrue;ik is the proper 
generalization of pi;t, on the one hand (see Subsection 2.2), and on the other 
hand, the asymptotic scatter M , can in every respect be regarded as the 
generalization of the scatter a ( (see Subsection 2.1). The straightforward 
generalization of the covariance matrix results therefore in
8 A j r  8  A  ' t r u e - ,  1,2 • л  1 ■ %  - r  8  A  8  A  r t r u e ; l , n  ■ Л 1 ■ л п
8 a  =
r  8  A  
' t r u e , 2 , 1  ■ л 2 % s4 ; (65)
r  8 A  
'  t r u e ; n , l  ■ n n % r  8 A'  t r u e - , n , 2  • л п %  .. 8  A 2  A n
if all rtrue are zero we get the already known form of 8A given in Eq. (39) 
for the case of independent random variables. If P-norm algorithms are 
used (i.e., most frequent values are calculated), the covariance matrix A 
clearly has the form
A =
2
A l rtrue,1,2 ■ A l ■ A 2 ■■ rtrue\\,n • A 1 • A n
rtrue; 2,1 ■ A 2 • A 1
rtrue;n,l ■ A n • A 1 rtrue,n,2 • A n • A 2 ••• A r
(66)
(this is, formally regarded, very nearly the same as Eq. (65): the only 
difference is that no ^-indices figure in Eq. (6 6 )).
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The examples (Figs. 12-18) for showing the influence of various 
weighting and especially the a priori weighting according to A '1 in the case 
of P-algorithms demonstrate not only Monte Carlo results for small sam­
ples but also the corresponding theoretical curve, too. These curves were 
calculated according to
q  M  = n a v ^ L )  7  пУ  ' A l  + 4  ( ■1 “"О2 ' ( 1 + r true) A b (67)
(this expression is clearly the analogue of Eq. (22) taking also Eq. (25) into 
consideration). Is was really unavoidable to show these empirical and 
theoretical q(w)-curves (the latter always with dashed line) for some 
situations to be able to draw important conclusions but the detailed discus­
sion of the shown seven examples were superfluous. The reader will be 
satisfied in all cases with the agreement between the theoretically obtained 
(asymptotic) wopl-value calculated on the ground of the corresponding A 1 
which means in our simplified cases
w,opt
A b ( 1+rtrue(
(6 8)
and the optimal w shown by the Monte Carlo results for small samples.
Departures between theoretical and Monte Carlo curves can be really 
significant if there are only three data (see the neighbourhood of w=l in 
Figs. 13, 15, 16, 17) but minimum places coincide very well also in these 
cases. If four data are present the departures became insignificant; this was 
already known, however, on the basis of Figs. 7 and 8 .
The error of an inversion is to be calculated also on the ground of the 
covariance matrix which is to be interpreted asymptotically. Therefore it is 
important to investigate the departures between the asymptotic and the 
Monte Carlo values of q(wopt), too, but this question is not treated in the 
present paper in detail. If we remember, however, our train of thought 
concerning the customarily demanded accuracy of the errors (see the 
paragraph after Eq. (26)) and we also take into account Figs. 20 and 21 
from the next Section, the differences between the asymptotic and the 
empirical g(w0/Jf)-values can be regarded in all shown cases to be accept­
able; in some cases the agreement is excellent.
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Fig. 12. Error curve of the results from the E-algorithm (Gauss-distributed data; na=3, пь=6; 
Гггие=0.6). The best choice of the weights corresponds to the generalized covariance matrix
12. ábra. P-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje (az adatok Gauss-eloszlásúak; na-3, 
rtft=6; rtrue=0,6). A súlyok optimális választása az általánosított kovarianciamátrixnak felel meg
Рис.12. Кривые погрешности результатов, полученных альгорифмом Р (данные имеют 
гауссовское распределение, па=3, л*=6; г1ги<г0.6) Оптимальный выбор весов
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q
Fig. 13. Error curve of the results from the E-algorithm (na=3, пь=6; rtrUe=0.6). The best choice 
of the weights correspontds to the generalized covariance matrix (the theoretical curve itself 
differs significantly on both sides)
13. ábra. E-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje (па=Ъ, пь=6; rtrue=0,6). A  súlyok 
optimális választása az általánosított kovarianciamátrixnak felel meg (noha az elméleti görbe 
mindkét széle szignifikáns eltérést mutat)
Рис.13. Кривые погрешности результатов, полученных альгорифмом Р (па=1, пц=6; 
ггп/г=0.6). Оптимальный выбор весов соответствует обобщенной ковариационной 
матрице (несмотря на то, что обе края теоретической кривой показывают
расхождение)
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P
Fig. 14. Error curve o f the results from the Я-algorithm (па=6, пь= 12; rtme=0.6). The best choice 
of the weights corresponds to the generalized covariance matrix
14. ábra. Я-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje (па=6, пь= 12; rtrue~0,6). A súlyok 
optimális választása az általánosított kovarianciamátrixnak felel meg
Puc. 14. Кривые погрешности результатов, полученных алгорифмом Я (ла=6, л*=12; 
ПпигО.6). Оптимальный выбор весов соответствует обобщенной ковариационной
матрице
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Fig. 15. Error curve of the results from the E-algorithm (na=3, пь=6; r,rUe=-0.6). The best choice 
of the weights corresponds to the generalized covariance matrix. The error curve of the results 
from the classical /^-algorithm is also shown
15. ábra. P-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje (na=3, пь=6; rm,f=-0,6). A súlyok 
optimális választása az általánosított kovarianciamátrixnak felel meg. A klasszikus statisztikai 
algoritmussal számított eredmények hibáit az /.2-vel jelölt folytonos görbe mutatja
Puc. 15. Кривые погрешности результатов, полученных альгорифмом Р(па= 3, пц=6; 
rtrue= - 0.6). Оптимальный выбор весов соответствует обобщенной ковариационной 
матрице. Погрешности результатов, полученных альгорифмом классической 
статистики показаны непрерывной кривой Li
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Fig. 16. Error curve of the results from the Я-algorithm (na=3, n*=6, rtrue=-0.6; the scale 
parameters o f the mother distributions are: Sa=S2 and S*= 1). The best choice of the weights 
corresponds to the generalized covariance matrix
16. ábra. Я-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje (na=3, пь=6, rtrue~ -0,6; az 
anyageloszlások skálaparaméterei: Sa= /T  és Sb= 1). A súlyok optimális választása az 
általánosított kovarianciamátrixnak felel meg
Рис.16. Кривые погрешности результатов, полученных альгорифмом Р (па= 3, л*=6, 
raw3 - 0.6; параметры шкали распределения Sa=fl and S b -1). Оптимальный выбор 
весов соответствует обобщенной ковариационной матрице
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Fig. 17. Error curve of the results from the E-algorithm if na=3 data are Cauchy-distributed and 
independent, пь=6 Gaussian data are pair-wise correlated: r tru e --0.6. (Both mother distributions 
have the same probable error.) The best choice of the weights corresponds to the generalized
covariance matrix
17. ábra. Я-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje, ha л0=3 adat Cauchy-eloszlású és 
független, az пь=6 db adat Gauss-eloszlású és páronként korrelált: rlm e= -0,6. (A két 
anyaeloszlást azonos valószínű hiba jellemzi.) A súlyok optimális választása az általánosított
kovarianciamátrixnak felel meg
Рис. 17. Кривые погрешности результатов, полученных альгорифмом Я, если данные 
па =3 независимые и отвечают распределению Коши, а пц= 6 данных имеют гауссовское 
распределение и попарно коррелированы : rlnl?= - 0.6. (Исходные распределения 
характеризуются такой же вероятностной погрешностью.) Оптимальный выбор весов 
соответствует обобщенной ковариационной матрице
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Fig. 18. Error curve of the results from the P-algorithm. The mother distribution types are 
changed, otherwise the samples were generated very similar to the case of Fig. 17. The best 
choice of the weights corresponds to the generalized covariance matrix
18. ábra. P-algoritmussal nyert eredmények hibagörbéje. A minták képzésénél az 
anyaeloszlás-típusokat megcseréltük, egyébként a 17. ábra felirata szerint jártunk el. A súlyok 
optimális választása az általánosított kovarianciamátrixnak felel meg
Puc. 18. Кривые погрешности результатов, полученных альгорифмом Р. При задавании 
образцов тип исходных распределений поменяли, прочие условия те же, как на 
рис. 17. Оптимальный выбор весов соответствует обобщенной ковариационной
матрице
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3. Robustification
In Section 2 the covariance matrix was always regarded — as is usual 
— as ‘a priori’ given. In practice, however, the expression ‘a priori’ 
generally means nothing more than that these matrix elements were deter­
mined at an earlier stage of the work. In this Section we treat how these 
determinations are performed.
3.1 Robustification o f the correlation matrix
In the literature of robust statistics it is customary to make robustifica- 
tions of ad hoc type; this can be sanctioned by practice even if there is no 
satisfactory theoretical background. Let us now make such robustification 
of the formulae in Eqs. (5) and (6 ), forgetting for a moment the results of 
Section 2. Denoting the robustified by лг>„ our definitions are the 
following:
'xy
№  (*) • (x-M f i  • [s (y )  ■ (y-Му)] f(x,y) dxdy
(X) • (x~Mx)2 -f(x) dx ■ У J V  (y) • iy-My)2 -f(y)dy
iff(x,y) is known. If data-pairs are given,
(69)
П
£  [s (X,) ■ (x r M x)] ■ [s (y ,)  • (y r M y )]
ъ  ■ 7 ^ =  r .  - <70)
V £  s2 (*,-) ■ (хг Мх)2 -V £  (>’,) • (yt-My)2
(=1 i'= l
the 5 -values are calculated according to Eq.(45) with Mx and in the case 
of s(x) and with My and ey in the case of s(y).
The question rightfully arises whether the r• values, calculated on the 
ground of Eq. (69), really do not differ significantly from the /-rr„e-values 
defined in Subsection 2.2. As practical cases can be well modelled by 
^-distributions, calculations for checking purposes were made for some 
values of the type parameter a. (By choosing these values, we also took 
into account the probability density function of the occurrence of different 
a-values in Fig. 19; see STEINER [1990]). After this choice, the f(x,y) in
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Fig. 19. Density function modelling the occurrence probabilities o f different probability 
distribution type intervals o f the/a(x)-supermodéi 
19. ábra. Sűrűségfüggvény, amely az/,(x)-szupermodell különböző valószínűségeloszlás 
típus-intervallumainak előfordulási valószínűségét modellezi 
Puc. 19. Функция плотности, моделлирующая вероятность наблюдения разных 
интерваллов типа распределения вероятности супермоделли f a(x)
Eq. (69) was taken according to Eq. (63); Table I. shows the differences
xy~^true) '
The maximum difference is 0.071 (see the row for the Cauchy distri­
bution); if a > 3 can be supposed in an actual case, all absolute differences 
are less than 0.05.
These differences (of the character of bias) can be neglected by 
comparison with the expected statistical fluctuations. To have some idea 
about the measure of the latter; for n= 1 0 0 , pairs of data (of different 
probability distribution type) were generated according to Eqs. (60) and 
(62) in the first step; on the basis of these data-pairs r„,-values were 
calculated according to Eq. (70) (for comparison the values were also 
determined, see Eq. (6 )). This procedure was repeated N=200 times for each 
type investigated, consequently the interquartile- (full line), the intersex- 
tile- (dashed line) and the whole range (thin line) of the data were easy to 
construct (see Fig. 20 where also the medians were indicated). The shifts 
correspond to the already known bias (see Table I) being in general less 
than the probable error even in the investigated case of n= 100. (This 
statement does not hold for the values of pry,— except the very classical 
but seldom if ever occuring Gaussian distribution.) A further consequence 
can be made on the basis of Fig. 20: the statistical fluctuation of rxy is nearly
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r t r u e 0 0 .1 0 .2 0 .3 0 .4 0 .5 0 .6 0 .7 0 .8 0 .9 1
G au ss  ( а -* с о ) 0 -0 .0 0 8 -0 .0 1 6 -0 .0 2 3 -0 .0 2 9 - 0 .0 3 2 -0 .0 3 5 - 0 .0 3 3 -0 .0 2 8 -0 .0 1 7 0
а*10  ) 0 -0 .0 0 6 -0 .0 1 0 - 0 .0 1 4 -0 .0 1 6 - 0 .0 1 7 -0 .0 1 6 - 0 .0 1 4 -0 .0 0 9 -0 .0 0 4 0
> J e f f r e y s - i n t e r v a l  
а= 6 ) 0 -0 .0 0 2 -0 .0 0 3 - 0 .0 0 3 -0 .0 0 3 - 0 .0 0 2 0 0 .0 0 2 0 .0 0 5 0 .0 0 7 0
g e o s t a t i s t i c a l  (а » 5 ) 0 0 0 .0 0 1 0 .0 0 3 0 .0 0 5 0 .0 0 7 0 .0 0 9 0 .0 1 1 0 .0 1 3 0 .0 1 2 0
midway (а = 3 ) 0 0 .0 1 1 0 .0 2 3 0 .0 3 3 0 .0 4 1 0 .0 4 7 0 .0 4 9 0 .0 4 8 0 .0 4 3 0 .0 2 6 0
C auchy (а = 2 ) 0 0 .0 2 9 0 .0 5 0 0 .0 6 4 0 .0 7 0 0 .0 7 1 0 .0 6 7 0 .0 5 7 0 .0 4 1 0 .0 2 9 0
Table /. The differences (rxy-r,rue) for different values of rtrUe and for various probability
distribution types
I. táblázat. Az (гХу-г1Гие) különbségek г,гие különböző értékeire és néhány 
valószínűségeloszlástípusra







Fig. 20. Statistical fluctuations of the Гху - and p.^-values in the case of ti=100 
20. ábra. Az Гуу- és p.v-értékek statisztikus ingadozása n=100 esetén 
Puc. 20. Статистическое колебание значений Гху и р*у при л=100
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independent of the distribution type; on the contrary, that of pr>. strongly 
depends on it and, in addition, we can state that the measure of the statistical 
fluctuation is also in itself fully unacceptable in the case of the Cauchy 
distribution (a similar statement characterizes the midway distribution), to 
say nothing about the great shifts (obtained in full agreement with Fig. 11, 
see e.g. curve ‘а= Г ).
Concerning statistical fluctuations it is perhaps not superfluous to 
reprint two figures from CRAMÉR [1946] (see Fig. 21): in the frequently 
occuring cases of n=50 and n= 10  the density functions of the pxy-values 
show that unexpectedly large statistical errors occur even in the least 
problematic case: if the data are Gauss-distributed; this is closely linked 
with the fact that any kind of correlaton coefficient is characteristic of a 
two-varibale distribution. It can be stated as a conclusion that the statistical 
fluctuation o /p lv in the very negihbourhood o f the Gaussian as well as that 
o f the reva lu es  in a broad type interval is significantly greater at sample 
sizes used in the overwhelming majority of cases than the bias o f  the 
reva lues. Consequently, the robustified correlation matrix defined by
' 1 r l,2 r l,3 ••• r l,n
r2,l 1 r2,3 ■■■ r2,n
r = (71)
can be regarded as a satisfactory approximation o f the generalized corre­
lation matrix г(гце. As for the computing techniques: the calculation of rxy 
organically and simply joins with the basic algorithms of the most frequent 
value procedures (no special programs are needed).
3.2 Robustification o f  the covariance matrix
The meaning of the word ‘robust’ involves not only the applicability 
on a broad type interval but often the resistance, i.e., the insensitivity to 
outliers, too. In actual fact, the 5 -functions figuring in Eqs. (69) and (70) 
(i.e., in the formulae of the robust correlation coefficient) guarantees the 
resistance, too.
The 5 -function, however, is a basic function of the most frequent value 
calculations, and if we intend to robustify the scatter by means of this 
function, in a self-consistent way we can only set the aim that the A,-values 
should be approximated by the robustified scatters.
A possible robustified form of the scatter is the following:
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Fig. 21. Density functions o f pry (from CRAMÉR [1946]) for n=10 and n=50 if the random variables
have Gaussian distribution
21. ábra. A pxy sűrűségfüggvényei Gauss-eloszlású valószínűségi változók esetén, ha az adatpárok
száma n= 10 illetve n=50
Puc. 21. Кривые плотности p^. для вероятностных переменных с гауссовским 
распределением, если количество пар данных л =10, п =50
А= У  j j s  (лг) • (x-M)2f(x )  Ас ; (72)
—оо
its estimate is clearly
[  9  ^ 7
А = У • (73)
í=1
The notation A anticipates that A~A is valid (it is clear that a notation 
<j would equally be justifiable). Table II. gives the values A and A for some 
probability distribution types and the departures, too (in per cent).
A Ä 100.(Ä-A) /А
Gauss 1.0466 1.0369 -0.93 X
a=10 0.3694 0.3666 -0.76 X
a= 6 0.5173 0.5150 -0.44 X
g e o s ta t is t ic a l 0.5917 0.5904 -0.22 X
midway 0.9236 0.9350 +1.23 X
Cauchy 1.5000 1.5492 +3.28 X
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As_the fulfilment of А~Л is satisfactory, the robustified covariance 
matrix A  (which gives nearly Ä, see Eq. (6 6 )) can be written as follows:
A =
Aj
r2,l -A2 -A l
rl,2 ■ A l -A2 r l,n - A l - A n
rn , l - A n - A l rn , 2 - A n - A 2 %
(74)
Thorough investigation of the determination errors of the matrix 
elements is beyond the scope of the present article (e.g., whether the method 
given in HAJAGOS and STEINER [1989a] for extraordinary outliers is to be 
applied or not). Such investigations should preferably be made parallely 
with the study of practical cases.
The authors are indebted to L. FERENCZY, consultant (Geophysical 
Exploration Co., Budapest) for having initiated this work, and to their 
colleagues L. CSERNYÁK, Á . GYULAI and T. ORMOS for fruitful discus­
sions .
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A KOVARIANCIAMÁTRIX ÁLTALÁNOSÍTÁSA ÉS ROBUSZTIFIKÁLÁSA
HAJAGOS Béla és STEINER Ferenc
A dolgozat első része az egyszerű szemléltethetőség érdekében néhány elkerülhetet­
len egyszerűsítést vezet be. Ezután a klasszikus statisztika kovarianciamátrixának inver­
zével való súlyozás optimális voltát mutatja meg a cikk Gauss-eloszlású hibákra, 
ugyanakkor példákkal hívja fel a figyelmet arra, hogy ettől eltérő hibaeloszlásoknál, kis 
mintaelemszám esetén, az optimális súlyozást nem okvetlenül ez a megoldás szolgáltatja.
A második rész a kovarianciamátrix általánosított, az alkalmazott statisztikai algo­
ritmusnak megfelelő alakját definiálja; példákat zömmel F-algorimust alkalmazó eljárá­
sokra, azaz súlyozott leggyakoribb érték-számításokra mutat be. Kiderült, hogy az 
általánosított kovarianciamátrix inverze kis mintaelemszámok esetén is alkalmazható, ha 
a leggyakoribb értékek szerinti algoritmusokkal dolgozunk.
A harmadik rész ezen általánosított kovarianciamátrixot a klasszikus eset robusztifi- 
kálásával javasolja egyszerűség kedvéért meghatározni. Ez a meghatározás ui. számítás- 
technikai szempontból szorosan illeszkedik a leggyakoribb érték szerinti számítások 
alapvető algoritmusaihoz.
ОБОБЩЕНИЕ И РОБУСТИФИКАЦИЯ КОВАРИАЦИОННОЙ
МАТРИЦЫ
Бела ХАЯГОШ, Ференц ШТЕЙНЕР
В первой части статьи вводятся некоторые необходимые для наглядности 
упрощения. После этого показывается оптимальность взвешивания обратной 
ковариационной матрицы классической статистики для погрешностей 
Гауссовского распределения, и обращ ается внимание на то, что при 
отличающемся от Гауссовского распределение погрешностей и при небольшом 
количестве образцов оптимальное взвешивание получается необязательно 
данным способом.
Во второй части дается определение обобщенного, подходящего для 
прминенного статистического альгорифма вид ковариационной матрицы. 
Примеры показываются прежде всего для способов, применяющих альгорифм 
Р, то есть показываются расчеты взвешенной наиболее частой величины. 
Выявилось, что обратнуаю матрицу обобщенной ковариационной можно 
применять и в случае небольшого количества образцов, если работать с 
альгорифмами по наиболее частым величинам. В третьей части рекомендуется 
для простаты определить эти обобщенные ковариационные матрицы при 
робусти ф и кац и к классической , ввиду того, что такое определение 
непосредственно связано с основными альгорифмами расчетов по наиболее 
частым величинам.
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FAST COMPUTING OF TRANSIENT ELECTROMAGNETIC 
FIELD ON THE SURFACE OF A LAYERED HALF-SPACE
Ernő PRÁCSER*
Time domain electromagnetic fields can be computed by the spectral technique, viz. 
using the inverse Fourier-transform applied to frequency domain, or by solving Maxwell’s 
equations in the time domain. For a layered half-space and for the total time domain, 
accurate computations for the latter method are very time consuming because of the 
presence of a partial differential equation in the derivation of the formulae determining 
the transient field that cannot be solved by analytical functions. The numerical solution of 
partial differential equations is very time consuming. On the other hand, the differential 
equation that arises in the frequency domain can be expressed by analytical functions. If 
we do not require an accurate solution to the total time domain, then the solution of the 
partial differential equation occurring in the time domain can be computed by analytical 
functions, too. The paper discusses a case which is valid for a non-conducting basement 
and is based on an asymptotic solution that is valid at late times.
Keywords: transient methods, electomagnetic field, half-space, dipole, computer 
programs
1. Introduction
In most cases the interpretation of the transient and other electromag­
netic measurements is based on assuming a layered half-space at the site 
of the measurement and we try to determine the parameters of the half-spa- 
ce, from which a conclusion can be drawn on the geoelectric structure. In 
order to determine the layer parameters that belong to the measured curves 
a direct problem solving program is needed for computing the theoretical 
curves from optional layer parameters. Though in the case of the transient 
method there are many computational methods for solving the problem,
ELGI, Budapestr XIV. Columbus u. 17-23. 
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none of them is so fast that it would not be worth the effort of increasing 
the speed of computation. The speed is especially important when applying 
a curve computating program for curve fitting. On a 12 MHz IBM PC/AT 
equipped with a coprocessor the computation of the direct problem by the 
spectral method takes about 1 0  s/layer and it gives accurate results at early 
and at late times [PRÁCSER 1986]. The transient electromagnetic field takes 
the form of a Hankel transform of a kernel function as a result of the solution 
of the Maxwell’s equations in the time domain. This kernel function is the 
solution of a partial differential equation that can be solved by the finite 
difference method [GOLDMAN 1983]. Computation based on this theory is 
much slower than the spectral technique. If we accept that for the early 
times we do not get accurate transient field values then the kernel function 
in the time domain can be generated in the form of a series expansion. In 
that case the computation requires much less time than by the finite 
difference method. In the Soviet literature we find that this method used to 
be applied to two- and three-layered halfspaces [TIKHONOV, SKUGAREVS- 
KAYA 1950]. At late times even the first term of the series gives an accurate 
result; at early times we have to take more terms into consideration. Even 
though this method was known as far back as 1950, at that stage of 
computational techniques it probably could not be applied in practice and 
once computers had come into general use in geophysics the spectral 
method was preferred in transient calculus. In the following we show the 
computation based on the series expansion of the kernel function for an 
л-layered model.
2. Transient field of an electric dipole at the surface of a layered
half-space
Let us examine the electric dipole on the surface of a layered half-space 
when the current flowing in a conductor of elementary length is turned off 
at time t=0 and the effect of the displacement current is negligible. The 
induced electromagnetic field is defined by Maxwell’s equations:
rot H = o E  + J  div H = 0 (1)
_  ^  ^ ^
rot E = -u  — H div E = 0
r  d t
where:
E — electric field vector 
H  — magnetic field vector
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|i — magnetic susceptibility 
t — time
I(t) dl 5(z) 5(r) 
2nr
— exciting current
r — length between the dipole and the measuring point
|7 0 t<  0
I{t) = J — current flowing in the dipole
dl — length of the electromagnetic dipole 
ô(z), 5(r) — Dirac-delta functions
a  — conductivity function depending only on the z coordinate that is 
defined as follows:
Zj — coordinates of the layer boundaries 
n — number of layers
We shall briefly discuss the most important steps of the derivation of 
Eq. (1) that defines the transient field. As can be seen from the definition 
of a  we deal only with that case when the conductivity of the n-th layer is 
zero. One of the disadvantages of the computation based on the theory in 
question is that the n-th layer has to be a non-conductor or an ideal 
conductor. Here we discuss only the case of on = 0 because it has much 
greater importance in practice than the case of on = °°. With the spectral 
technique there is no need for such a restriction. We start to solve the system 
of equations ( 1) in the usual way by introducing the A vector potential.
The A vector potential, as can be derived from Maxwell’s equations, 
satisfies the following partial differential equation:
'0 z > Zq = 0
a (z) = ■ °j Zj- 1 > z > Zj j=  1,..., n -1
°n =  0  г  < zn- i
H = rot A , A = (Ax, 0AZ) (2)
A = -J
(3)
Bearing in mind that in most cases in transient measurement only the 
vertical component of the time derivative of the magnetic field vector is 
measured it is enough to determine the horizontal component of the vector
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potential because Hr? does not depend on Az (Eq. 2). From Eq. (3), written 
in cylindrical coordinates, the integral representation of Ax can be derived 
by the separation of variables:
Ax = e J j 0(Xr)X(X,z,t)dX 
о
where:
J0 — Bessel function of the first kind, zero order 
X(X,z,t) — kernel function in time domain 
Constant c can be obtained if we compare the magnetic field of an electric 
dipole in vacuum, expressed by vector potential, with the law of Biot- 
Savart, by which we get:
I0 dl 
c = ——
So the formula defining the д: component of the vector potential is:
i0 di 7
Ax = -г— J J0(Xr) X(X,z,t) dX
471 0 (4)
3. Determination of the kernel function X(X,z,t)
From Eq. (3) it follows that the X(X,z,t,) kernel function satisfies the 
following partial differential equation:
d2 X(X,z,t) , о . d--------------X2 X(X,z,t) = pa — X(X,z,t)
dz2 d t (5)
For the uniqueness of Eq. (5) it is necessary to satisfy certain boundary 
conditions. The electromagnetic components and their time derivatives 
have a continuous transition through layer boundaries. For t > 0 it is valid 
for the kernel function X (X,z,t) and for its time derivatives too. If we take 
it into consideration that for z > Zq and z < Z the conductivity of the 
medium is equal to zero then from Eq. (5) it follows that the kernel function 
X (X,z,t) has the form of c0 and cn e Xz where c0 and cn are constants. 
So at the uppermost and at the lowest layer boundaries Eq. (5) has to be 
complemented with the following boundary conditions:
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dXjX^t) , 
dz X X(X,z,t) = 0
dz
X X(X,z,t) = 0
z = z 0
Z ~ Z n- 1
(6 a)
(6b)
For t < 0 current flows at a constant / 0 current intensity, viz. the time 
derivative is equal to zero in Eq. (5). Because of this the Ax component of 
the vector potential is the same as it should be in a vacuum from which we 
get the boundary condition at t= 0 :
Х(\& О те** t = 0, z< 0  (7)
Partial differential equation (5) defining the kernel function X(X,z,t) 
can be solved by the finite difference method, too [GOLDMAN 1983] but 
this method is very time consuming. Here we would comment that the 
frequency domain form of Eq. (5) will be simpler because instead of time 
derivation there is conjunction /со, where i = / - Т  is the imaginary unit and 
со is the radian frequency. So the exact solution can be expressed by a linear 
combination of exponential functions.
In this paper the solution of Eq. (5) is sought by separating the variables 
in the form of an infinite series:
X(X,z,t) = £  Pk./^’Z) a.k j{t) j  = 1,...., n- 1 ( 8 )
k =  1
If the expansion in series (8 ) of kernel function X(X,z,t) is substituted into 
Eq. (5) we get the differential equation defining functions ßk'j and a k • in 
the y-th layer:
d  2








The solution of Eq. (10) is:
ak j(t) = ck e HO, H D
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From the continuity of functions a kj  in direction z it follows that the 
exponents have to be independent of j. Because of this the vkj  separational 
constants can be determined as a function of conductivity:
v/cj = wj Xk
where w, = — , and Xt is a constant that will be determined later.
1 CTj
Knowing vkj  let us rearrange differential equation (9) determining 
ßj. j  in the y-th layer:
dz2
h j& X )  = - p ^ / X , z )  ( W j  xk -  X2) Zj - i  > Z >  Zj
( 12)
Depending on the sign of the coy %k -  X2 function, ßk j  is a linear 
combination of trigonometric or hyperbolic functions:
ß = ak j  cos pk,M ~ zj - 0  + bk j  sin pk,M ~ zJ-0
pk,j = 7  Wj Xk -  X2 if w jxk >X2 (13a)
Pk , ß j )  = akJ ch Pk,M ~ zj~1) + bkJ sh pk,M ~ zj~l)
pkJ = '/ X2 -w j xk if 2>wjXk (13b)
The values of Xk have to be chosen in such a way that the kernel 
function X(X,z,t) and its derivative in direction z should be continuous 
through the layer boundaries and satisfy Eq. (6 ). According to the series 
expansion (8 ) functions ßkj  have to satisfy the same conditions. In 
consequence of Eq. (6 a) at the surface:
k a k,l +pk,i bk,\ = 0  (14a)
At the y-th layer boundary in consequence of the continuity of $k j :
akJ cos Фк ] + bk j sin Фк] -  akj+l = 0 (14b)
At the y-th layer boundary in consequence of the continuity of J -  ß^y :
~akJ pk j  sin Ф/cj + bk j  Pk j  cos Фк ] -  bkj+l Pkj+l = 0 (14c)
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At the lowest layer boundary in consequence of Eq. (6 b):
~ak, л-l Pk, n-1 sin Фк, n-1 -  ak, n-]}■ cos фк, n-1 +
+ h , n-1 Pk, n-1 cos ф*, n-1 -  bk, л-l X sin фк, n-1 = 0  (14d)
where:
Ф£, j  Pk, f?-j Zj-1) У 1,...,7Î 1
Equations (14) are valid in the case of Wj Xk > X2 in every layer, viz. 
PkjiKz) is generated by linear combination of sine and cosine functions 
(13a). Formulae similar to Eqs. (14) are valid even if function j(X,z) is 
a linear combination of functions that are hyperbolic in one layer or some 
layers only (13b). Thus coefficients ak j and bk j  are determined by the 
homogeneous system of linear equations (14). In the case of n layers the 
number of equations and unknowns is 2(n-l). It is necessary that the 
determinant of the system of equations be zero in order to have a solution 
of this system in addition to the solution that is identical with zero. This 
can be achieved by choosing Xk properly. Bearing in mind that only the 
proximal elements of the main diagonal are not equal to zero, the value of 
the determinant can be computed by a relatively simple algorithm. Hereaf­
ter % will be marked with index к occurring in the expansion of Eq. (8 ) 
when it de facto indicates a number for which the system of equations (14) 
can be solved. Let us show as an example the determinant of the system of 
equations (14) for a four-layer case for every x  where condition x wj ~ X2 > Q 
is satisfied in every layer:
D{X,x) =
X , p l> o , o , 0 , 0 ,
cosOj, - 1 , o , 0 , 0 ,
- Р ^ т Ф р PjCOS«!»!, o , ~ P 2’ 0 , 0 ,
o , 0 , cos<t>2, sin<t>2, - 1 , 0 ,
o , o , - p 2sin$>2, P 2COS<ï>2 , 0 , - р з
o , o , o , 0 , -Рз5тФ 3-Хсо5Ф3, РзеозФз-ХзтФ
where:
pj  = ^Xwj ~ X2, ф] (Zj Zj-1 ) Pj
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Now we show the determinant-computing algorithm taking into 
account the case of both Eq. (13a) and Éq. (13b). Let D jj  and Dj+l j  
denote minor determinants. Dj j  consists of the first y lines and columns of 
D(X,x) but in the case of Dj+l j instead of7 -th lines of D(X,x), (/+l)-th lines 
will occur. Let p -denote the solution of the system of equations (12) in the 
7 -th layer for arbitrary %. The minor determinants that correspond to the 
first layer are:
Dj 2=k sinOj -
d 3,2 = x pi cos(I>i + p\ 8>пф1 (15a)
Or if ßj(X,z) is generated by hyperbolic functions:
Dj 2=k sh Ф1 -  Pjch Ф!
D 3,2=X  ^ i 0*1 Ф 1 "  p i sh Ф 1 (15b)
Computation of minor determinants belonging to the (/+l)-st layer on the 
basis of the minor determinants of the y'-th layer is carried out in the 
following way:
D 2 ( j+ l) , 2(7+1) = D 2j ,  2j  P j + 1 со я Ф /+ 1 + D2J+u J j  втФу+1
°2 (/+ l)+ l, 2 (J + l)  = ~ D 2 j, 2 j  P j + l  sin<ï>7+l + D 2 j+ l ,  2 j  c o s & j + 1 (16a)
The same expression when ßy+1(Ä.,z) is a linear combination of hyperbolic 
functions follows:
D 2(j + D , 2 (/+ l)  =  D 2j , 2j Pj + 1 c h  Ф 7+1 + D 2 j+ \ ,  2j  sh  Ф ;+ 1 
D 2 (/+1 )+1, 2(/+1 ) = D 2j , 2 j  P j +1 sh Фу+1 + D j j r U  2y ch  Ф7+1 (16b)
Finally the total determinant based on the minor determinant corresponding 
to the (n-2 )-nd layer is:
D(X, X)  = D 2 ( n - 2 ) ,  2(«-2) (~ p2n - 1 sin<ïV l  -  Pn - l cos<IV l )  +
+ ö 2(n-2)+l, 2(n-2) (P n- 1 С05фл-1 “  ^ S ^ „ _ j )  (17a)
If ßn_j(A,,z) is a linear combination of hyperbolic functions the same 
expression will be:
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D (K x ) D2(n-2), 2(n-2) ( ' l l  s h  * » - i  P n-\ ^  Ф / 1- 1)  +
+ D2(n-2)+l, 2(n-2) (P„-l ch фп-1 _ ^ sh Ф„_!) (17b)
Henceforth if function ß has only one index then it denotes a function 
that is defined in every layer, viz:
ß ^ V ) = ß*,/M ) if Zj-i >z>zj
Let us see whether function $k(X,z) that belongs to any root Xk of 
equation D(X,x) = 0  is generated by sine and cosine functions in at least 
one layer, viz. in at least one layer Wj Xk > X2. This is important because it 
ensures the existence of a smallest Xb viz. series (8 ) is actually an infinite 
sum in only one direction and the first term of the series will be determinant 
for late times. Assume that contrary to our statement $k{X,z) is a linear 
combination of hyperbolic functions in every layer which means that Eqs. 
(15b), (16b) and (17b) are valid when determinant D(X,x) is computed. As 
Öj< 0, Z)22< 0 and Z)32> 0 follow from Eq. (15b). Taking Фу+1< 0 into 
account it results from Eq. (16b) that this property is hereditary from layer 
to layer, viz. D2j 2,< 0 and D2y+1 2y> 0 if 0< j< n - 1 . Finally taking it into 
consideration that Ф„_1< 0, Z)(X,%)> 0 is also true according to (17b), which 
means that equation D(X,x) = 0 has no root. In consequence a function 
fik(X,z) belonging to any Xk root ° f  the equation is a linear combination of 
sine and cosine functions in at least one layer.
The computation of kernel function X(X,z,t) has to be started with the 
determination of roots Xk ° f  equation DÇk,x) = 0 , which is the most crucial 
part of the process. A numerical method is required that makes it unnec­
essary to compute determinant D(X,x) too many times in which case one 
of the advantages of the method, viz. the speed, could be lost. With the 
knowledge of Xk we have to compute values Pkj  in Eq. (13), then to solve 
the linear system of equations (14). Since function a k j{t) Eq. (11) contains 
a constant that will be determined later, constant bk x can be chosen to 
equal 1 in the system of equations (14) and ak j can be expressed by Eq. 
(14a). Knowing cikj-i and bkj _ l Eqs. (14b) and (14c) make it possible to 
determine akj  and bkj .  Constants ck can be determined by applying 
condition (7) after substituting formula (8 ) into (7) with t=0.
oo
£  Ck P*(^) = e ^ ( 18)
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Formally, Eq. (18) is the series expansion of function e^  in term of 
functions ß^X,z). Before determining constants ck on this basis we have to 
prove the orthogonality of functions Р^(Х,г). For a given layered model the 
definition of the scalar product defined in interval (zn_i, 0 ) in the space of 
continuously differentiable functions can be given as:
n - 1 Zj - 1
<f 8> = £  J / z )  g(z) Wj dz (19)
j - 1 Zj
For the computation of the scalar product of functions ß (^A,,z) and 
ßf^.,z) (Eq. 19) belonging to different roots Xk and Xi ° f  equation 
D(X,x) = 0  let us take the integral that is valid for the У-th layer:
zj-  1J ß*,/*■>*) P/;/X,z) W j dz =
ZJ (20)
1
Xk -  Xj
> 1
d z h ’J ^ j
Lj - 1 \
^ J d z h j
Integral (20) can be obtained by partial integration by considering 
differential equation (9) relating to function ß* j. During the computation 
of scalar product (19), as integrals (20) corresponding to the layers are
summed up, terms ßt(X,z) and —  ßt(X,z) that belong to inner layer bound-
oz
aries will cancel out because of the continuity. However terms correspon­
ding to the surface and to the lowest layer boundary will cancel out owing 
to boundary conditions (6 ). Thus the system of functions ß^X,z) is orthog­
onal to the scalar product definied by formula (19). As ß^(X,z) is only 
orthogonal but not orthonormal, normalization is required to compute 
expansion coefficients ck.
< e Xz, h >< ßb ß к > (21)
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When we compute the numerator of fraction (21) only the term that 
corresponds to the surface will not cancel out when integrals are summed 
up.
n- 1 Zj - 1





Calculation of the denominator of (21) is a little more complicated but 
as in this case there are integrals of analytical functions and those can be 
computed by partial integration there is no need for numerical integration.
Tables I  and II contain values of kernel function X(X,z,t) for different 





















0.25156Е-03 0.166867E-07 0.16687 IE-07
О.ЗООООЕ-ОЗ 0.164108E-07 0.164113E-07
Table /. Computational results of kernel function X(X,z,t) by finite difference method (second 
column) and by formula (8) (third column). Parameters: pi = 10 fim, p2=100 fim , рз=°° fím ,
di=50 m, di=50 m, X = 0.001
I. táblázat. Az X{X,zj) magfüggvény számítása a véges differenciák módszerével (2. oszlop) és a 
(8) képlettel (3. oszlop). Paraméterek: pi = 10 fím , p2=100 fím , рз=°° fím , r/i=50 m, dz=50 m,
X = 0.001
Табл. I. Расчет ядровой функции X(X,z,t) методом конечных разностей (столбец 2) и по 
формуле (8) (столбец 3). Параметры: pi=10 омм, Р2=Ю омм, рз= омм, d\=5 м, d2=50 м,
X = 0.001
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It can be seen that for early times the results given by the two methods are 
different while for late times the difference between the two columns is less 
than 0.1% . Computations were made by taking into account the first three 
terms of series expansion (8 ). The running time applying equation (8 ) is at 
least two orders less than in the case of the finite difference method. Taking 
into consideration that vkj  = Wj xk and numbers Xk form an ascending 
monotone series keeping to an infinite limit, from Eq. (11) it can be seen 
that for late times it is enough to compute only some of the first terms of 
series (8 ). Namely according to the effect of the exponential function 





0.15020Е-04 0.133314Е-07 0.12271 IE-07
0.18399Е-04 0.111302Е-07 0.104967E-07
[ 0.22154Е-04 0.929339Е-08 0.893233E-08
0.26659Е-04 0.766964Е-08 0.748458E-08
0.32291Е-04 0.62325 IE-08 0.615204E-08




0.82980Е-04 0.24341 IE-08 0.243465E-08
0.99876Е-04 0.212551E-08 0.212607E-08
; 0.12015Е-03 0.190150E-08 0.190205E-08
0.14456Е-03 0.174634E-08 0.174690E-08
0.17384Е-03 0.164559E-08 0.164618E-08
0.20914Е-03 0.158266E-08 0.15833 IE-08
0.25156Е-03 0.154206E-08 0.154277E-08
О.ЗООООЕ-ОЗ 0.151244E-08 0.151324E-08
Table II. Computational results of kernel function X(Xj,t) by finite difference method (second 
column) and by formula (8) (third column). Parameters: pi = 100 fím, p2=10 fím , рз=0° fím,
di =50 m, <72=50 m, X = 0.001
II. táblázat. Az X(Xj,t) magfüggvény számítása a véges differenciák módszerével (2. oszlop) és 
a (8) képlettel (3. oszlop). Paraméterek: pi = 100 fím, p2=10 fím, рз=°° fím , d i=50 m, dz=50 m,
X = 0.001
Табл. II. Расчет ядровой функции X[X,z,t) методом конечных разностей(столбец 2) и по 
формуле (8) (столбец 3). Параметры: pi=100 омм, р2=Ю омм, рз=°° омм , di=50 м,
^2=50 м, X = 0.001
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4. Computing of the vertical component of the magnetic field 
strength at the midpoint of a circular induction loop
In consequence of the definition of vector potential (2) in the case of 
electric dipole:
Applying this to generate integral A x of Eq. (4) we get the vertical 
component of the magnetic field strength:
oo
HJt) = I- ß JL f JfXr) X X(X,z,t) dX c 4 к r JQ
For a circular transmitter loop of radius r and with the receiver in the 
centre of the circle:
Hz{t) = I-~-^Ji{Xr)XX{X^t)dX 
1 0
Let us substitute its series form (Eq. 8 ) for kernel function X(X,z,t):
X  k
k =  1
(23)
As in practice the time derivative of the magnetic field strength is 
commonly measured let us derive equation (23) in terms of time and let us 
put the value given by formula (2 1 ) in the place of ck:
H£t) -  ~ ~ —dt 2 M aj 0
oo oo
J j i ( k r ) k £
2 Pk, 1
k=l X <р^ ßjt>
- - ïS-r
e Mai dX (24)
Thus transient curves measured by a central induction loop (CIL) array 
can be calculated by formula (24). We would mention that if we apply 
kernel function X(X,z,t), that can be obtained by formula (8 ), the transient 
field of a vertical magnetic field can be calculated, too. The integral that 
contains the Bessel function can be computed by filtering [ANDERSON 
1979]. In Table III. we show the comparison of field values computed by
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different methods for a three-layered model. Henceforth we denote by ns 
the number of terms that will be taken into account from series (8 ). The 





0.89000E-04 -0.22504E+01 66.086 -0.18666E+01 75.449
0.11204E-03 -0.16354E+01 55.917 -0.14925E+01 59.449
0.14106E-03 -0.11949E+01 47.120 -0.11521E+01 48.351
0.17758E-03 -0.86452E+00 39.976 -0.86540E+00 40.242
0.22356E-03 -0.61168E+00 34.441 -0.61191E+00 34.432
0.28144E-03 -0.41838E+00 30371 -0.41966E+00 30.306
0.35432E-03 -0.27511E+00 27.510 -0.27602E+00 27.447
0.44606E-03 -0.17535E+00 25.627 -0.17406E+00 25.573
0.56155E-03 -0.10498E+00 24.545 -0.10526E+00 24.499
0.70695E-03 -0.60949E-01 24.153 -0.61099E-01 24.113
0.89000E-03 -0.34005E-OI 24.394 -0.34081 E-01 24.357
0.11204E-02 -0.18264E-01 25.253 -0.18299E-01 25.220
0.14I06E-02 -0.94625E-02 26.760 -0.94779E-02 26.730
0.17758E-02 -0.4740 IE-02 28.980 -0.47463E-02 28.955
0.22356E-02 -0.23014E-02 32.028 -0.2304 IE-02 32.002
0.28144E-02 -0.10859E-02 36.057 -0.10872E-02 36.027
0.35432E-02 -0.49945E-03 41.274 -0.50012E-03 41.237
0.44606E-02 -0.22459E-03 47.947 -0.22489E-03 47.904
0.56155E-02 -0.99026E-04 56.421 -0.99134E-04 56.379
0.70695E-02 -0.42929E-04 67.133 -0.42952E-04 67.110
Table III. Comparison of (d H/,t) /d t  ) values computed by the spectral technique (second 
column) and by formula (24) (fourth column). Layer parameters: n=3, pi = 100 flm, p2 =10 flm,
P3=oo £2m, d [=50 m, 02=50 m
III. táblázat. Spektral módszerrel (2. oszlop) és a (24) képlettel (4. oszlop) számított (д IIт/t)  /d t  ) 
értékek összehasonlítása. A rétegparaméterek: n=3, pi = 100 Í2m, P2=10 fím , рз=°° fím , di=50 m,
02=50 m
Табл. III. Сравнение значений (ö H^t) /dt ) ,  полученных спектральным способом  
(столбец 2) и по формуле (24) (столбец 4). Параметры: п =3, pi=100 омм, р2=10 омм,
рз=°° омм, di=50 м, d2=50 м
spectral method and in the fourth column values computed by formula (24) 
in case of ns= 1 are. At early times there is a little deviation but from the 
fourth time value it is less than 0.5 %. The speed of computation is one 
order greater than that of spectral technique. If u5>l then the accuracy 
improves even for early times, but it proportionally increases the running 
time. The third and fifth columns of Table III. contain apparent resistivity
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values near (d/ dt) Hz values. In Fig. 1 a comparison can be made between 
results computed by ns=l, 2 and 4 and by the spectral technique. For early 
times the apparent resistivity curve corresponding to ns= 1 is above the 
resistivity value of the first layer (30 fím). The curve o/ns=4 is almost equal 
to the curve computed by the spectral technique. In the time interval 
corresponding to the measuring range of the transient equipment the 
applicability and values ns of the described method depend on the layer 
parameters. For thick and conductive layers only the greater values of ns 
can give adequate results whereas in the case of thin and non-conductive 
layers even ns= 1 gives an accurate result. If the layer parameters are such 
that in the major part of the measuring interval even with ns=4 we cannot 
get an acceptable result then it is only worth applying the spectral technique. 
Fig. 2 shows what restriction it means that the described computation 
method works only in the case of a non-conductive basement. The com­
puted apparent resistivity curves of a three-layered model are drawn on 
each other and the resistivity of the basement changes (500 Qm, 1000 fím,
Pa
Fig. 1. Transient curves computed by spectral technique (lowest curve) and on the basis of 
formula (24). Layer parameters: n=3, pi=30 fím, P2=100 fím, рз=°° fím , d i=200 m, di =600 m, 
r=50 m. The curves from top to bottom were computed by taking into account terms 1, 2 and 4 of
series (24)
1. ábra. Spektral módszerrel (legalsó görbe) és a (24) képlet alapján számított tranziens görbék. 
A rétegparaméterek: n=3, pi=30 fím, p2=100 fím, рз=°° fím , zíi=200 m, di =600 m, r =50 m. A 
különböző görbék felülről lefelé a (24) sor 1, 2, illetve 4 tagjának figyelembevételével készültek
Puc.l. Кривые переходного процесса, полученные спектральным способом и по 
формуле (24). Параметры слоев: п =3, pi=30 ОММ, р2=100 ОММ, рз=°° ОММ, ф=200 М, 
d2=600 М, г= 50 М. Разные кривые получены при учете 1, 2 и 4-ого члена формулы (24)
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Pa
Fig. 2. Curves computed by spectral technique to demonstrate the effect of a non-conductive 
basement. Layer parameters: n=3, pi=30 ßm , p2=100 Sim, рз=500, 1000, 2000 and °° Sim,
di=200 m, d2=600m
2. ábra. Spektral módszerrel számított tranziens görbék a rosszul vezető aljzat hatásának a 
szemléltetésére. A rétegparaméterek: n -3, pi=30 Sím, p2=100 Sím, рз=500, 1000, 2000 
és °° Sím, di =200 m, d2=600m
Рис.2. Кривые переходного процесса, расчитанные спектральным способом, для 
иллюстрации влияния плохопроводящего фундамента. Параметры слоев: п =3, 
р 1=30 омм, р2=100 омм, рз=500, 1000, 2000 и °° омм, di=200 м, d2=600 м
2000 Qm and non-conductive basement). For the given model deviations 
between the curves even for late times are small.
Conclusions
Formula (23) makes it possible to compute transient curves faster than 
till now, which essentially makes it quicker to interpret measured curves 
by curve fitting. Though the applicability of the method is restricted by 
assuming a non-conductive basement, and that for certain models it is 
inaccurate for early times, for most of the models that occur in practice it 
can be applied. One of the possible procedures of interpretation is to apply 
this computational method at the beginning, and when we only have to fit 
that part of the curve that belongs to early times we can change to the curve 
computation spectral technique.
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RÉTEGZETT FÉLTÉR FELSZÍNÉN KIALAKULÓ TRANZIENS 
ELEKTROMÁGNESES TÉR GYORS SZÁMÍTÁSA
PRÁCSER Ernő
Az időtartomány beli elektromágneses terek spektrál módszerrel, azaz a frekvencia­
tartománybeli értékekre alkalmazott inverz Fourier transzformálttal, vagy a Maxwell 
egyenletek időtartománybeli megoldásával számíthatók. Az utóbbi elven alapuló, a réteg­
zett féltér esetére érvényes és a teljes időtartományban pontos számítások általában 
időigényesek. Ennek az az oka, hogy a tranziens teret meghatározó képletek levezetésekor 
olyan parciális differenciálegyenlet is fellép, amelynek a megoldása nem állítható elő 
analitikus függvények segítségével. A parciális differenciálegyenletek numerikus megol­
dása viszont rendkívül időigényes. Ezzel szemben a spektrál módszerrel történő számítá­
sok során a frekvenciatartományban felmerülő differenciálegyenlet megoldása 
kifejezhető analitikus függvényekkel. Abban az esetben azonban, amikor nem törekszünk 
a teljes időtartományban pontos megoldásra, az időtartományban fellépő parciális diffe­
renciálegyenlet megoldása is előállítható analitikus függvények segítségevei. Egy ilyen 
esetet ismertet a cikk, amely szigetelő aljzat esetére érvényes és a késői időkre pontos, 
aszimptotikus megoldáson alapúk
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БЫСТРОЕ ВЫЧИСЛЕНИЕ ЭЛЕКТРОМАГНИТНОГО ПОЛЯ 
ПЕРЕХОДНОГО ПРОЦЕССА НА ПОВЕРХНОСТИ СЛОИСТОГО РАЗРЕЗА
Эрнё ПРАЧЕР
Электромагнитные поля во временной области могут быть рассчитаны 
спектральным способом, — то есть при помощи- обратного преобразования 
Фурье, примененного для величин заданных в частотной области, или путем 
решения уравнений Максвелла. Способы расчетов, основанные на последнем 
принципе, применяемые для слоистого полупространства и точные во всем 
диапазоне времени, как правило, требуют много машинного времени. Это 
связано с тем, что при выведении формул, определяющих поле переходного 
процесса, имеется и такое частное дифференциальное уравнение, решение 
которого нельзя найти с помощью аналитических функций, а числовое решение 
таких уравнений является трудоемким. Наоборот, дифференциальные 
уравнения, возникающие при решении задачи в частотной области, можно 
выражать аналитическими функциями. Если не требуется точное решение во 
всей временной области, то и дифференциальные уравнения, заданные во 
временной области, могут решаться при помощи аналитических функций. В 
статье излагается такой случай, когда при наличии фундамента-изолятора для 
поздних времен получим точное решение асимптотическим способом.
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A PERCOLATION MODEL FOR THE PERMEABILITY OF 
KAOLINITE-BEARING SANDSTONES
Gábor KORVIN*
After a brief review of recent theories on the permeability of porous rocks, and of the 
rudiments of percolation theory, I shall develop a new model for the permeability of shaly 
sandstones containing discrete particle (kaohnite) clays. The experimentally round de­
crease in permeability for sufficiently high clay contents and low but non-zero porosities 
will be recognized as a percolation phenomenon, due to the blocking of a critical fraction 
of throats between the pore by kaohnite particles.
The main result is an expression for permeability (Eqs. 26a-f) in terms of grain size, 
porositv and kaohnite volume fraction. The expression contains a percolation factor 
(P-Pc>X which is identified with the divergence of the tortuosity near the percolation 
threshold. The percolation exponent PEX is simply connected to the fractal dimension of 
the tortuous fluid path.
The model was applied to compute the permeability of 229 kaolinite-bearing 
sandstone samples from Jurassic to Early Cretaceous fluvial and lacustrine reservoirs of 
the Eromanga Basin, South Australia. Tbe coordination number of the approximating 
discrete percolation lattice and the percolation exponent were determined by computerised 
optimum search. There were no other adjustable parameters.
Fair agreement was found between the measured and computed permeabilities over 
more than 7 orders of magnitudes. Different percolation exponents were found for 
different lithologies: 0 for high permeability fine sand; 1.5-2 for coarse sand and siltstone; 
3-5.5 for medium sand and 4.5-5.5 for low permeability (k < 100 md) fine sand.
Keywords: percolation, sandstone, permeability, fractals, models, kaolinite
* On leave from the Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Adelaide, 
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1. Historical introduction and problem discussion
1.1 Previous work on the permeability ofshaly sandstones
The permeability of porous rocks can be expressed [ W a l s h , B r a c e  
1984] as:
к = (1)
where к is permeability, As /V is the surface area per unit volume, т is 
tortuosity of the flow path and the constant b is equal to 2  for circular tubes 
and equal to 3 for cracks. An equivalent expression is:
k = K HYD ,  1 -------ф —b T2 (2)
where R ^ yd *s the hydraulic radius, defined as the ratio of the pore volume 
to the wetted area. By definition [ D u l l i e n  1979], a porous material has a 
permeability of 1 darcy if a pressure difference of 1 atm produces a flow 
rate of 1 cm3/sec of fluid with 1 cP viscosity through a cube having sides 
1 cm in length. It is easy to check that 1 darcy = 0.987 pm2, that is, if we 
express R ^ yd in Eq. (2) in mm and к in millidarcies, the equation becomes:
к [md\ = (RHYD ф  J_  109 (3)
The tortuosity in Eqs. (1-3) is between 2-4 in clean sands [V O L A R O -  
V IC H  et al. 1968], its role has generally been neglected in permeability 
studies. Equation (2) correctly describes the empirical fact [M A R T IN ,  
H A M IL T O N  1981] that permeability generally increases with increasing 
porosity. To find the grain-size dependence of permeability, assume spher­
ical grains of radius r. Then a volume V of rock of porosity Ф will contain
N  =  К ( 1 - Ф )  : 4  r3 7C 
3
3  V{\  - Ф )  
4  r3 71
grains of total surface area:
A s = N 4 г2 л = 3  УП - Ф )
r
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That is, by Eq. (1) the permability can be expected to increase with the 
square of grain-size [ M a r t i n , H a m i l t o n  1981], or using a similar argu­
ment, with the square of the pore size [ S e r r a  1984].
It has recently been realized that the permeability of clay-bearing 
sandstones cannot be described by simple equations like (1) or (2) in a way 
universally valid for different values of clay content and for all clay 
morphologies. Any theoretical model attempting to describe fluid flow in 
shaly sands must conform with the following experimental facts:
a) The permeability of shaly sandstones rapidly decreases which increas­
ing clay content and becomes almost zero (even for Ф > 0) if the clay 
content is greater than about 15 % (HANIN [1951] cited in [EREMEN­
KO 1968]. DENSON et al. [1968] also found that kaolinite clays in 
amounts of above 16 %  reduce the permeability of sands with 
grainsize 0.3 mm ± 0.18 mm SD to practically zero.).
b) The relation between porosity and permeability depends on clay 
morphology. AMAEFULE et al. [1988] found different trends in the 
permeability versus porosity crossplots for reservoir sands, depend­
ing on whether the dominant clay minerals were of the ‘pore bridging’ 
(illite), ‘pore lining’ (chlorite) or ‘discrete particle’ (kaolonite) type 
[Neashaivi 1977].
c) The net confining pressure has a much larger effect on permeability 
than on porosity [AMAEFULE et al. 1988], the pressure sensitivity is 
strongly correlated with clay content [AMAEFULE et al. 1988] and is 
different for the various clay mineralogies [AMAEFULE et al. 1988].
As by Eq. (1) permeability is inversely proportional to the square of 
the internal surface-to-volume ratio of the rock, it is reasonable to assume 
that in shaly samples this ratio is affected, or even dominated, by the 
enormous specific surface of the clay particles [GOODE, SEN 1988, MICHA­
ELS, LIN 1954]. (V a n  OLPHEN, FRIPIAT [1979] quote 46 m2/g specific 
surface for montmorrilonite, 8-13 m2/g for kaolinite, 100 m2/g for illite.) 
Since there is a well-established empirical correlation between the cation 
exchange capacity (CEC )  and the specific surface of clays [PATCHETT 
1975, STEWARD, BURCK 1986], GOODE, SEN [1988] have recently ex­
pressed the volume-to-surface ratio in Eq. (1) in terms of CEC. They 
deduced an expression:




where C is an unknown constant, Q v is charge per unit pore volume 





ps being grain density), £2+ is the surface charge density of clay, m is the 
(electric) tortuosity, determined by conductivity measurements [SEN et. al 
1988].
Equation (4) is based on the assumption that the specific surface of the 
sand/clay composite is dominated by the surface areas of the clay particles. 
In Darcy’s Law [DULLIEN 1979], however, we are only concerned with 
that part of the internal surface which actually becomes wetted. In case of 
pore lining (chlorite) or discrete particle (kaolinite) clays (using the classi­
fication of NEASHAM [1977]) only a small fraction of the total clay surface 
will be exposed to fluid flow and only in the case of pore bridging clays 
(illite) will most of the clay surface be wetted. Another problem with Eq. (4) 
is that it cannot explain the observed pressure sensitivity of the permeability 
of shaly sands. Because of the well-known experimental pressure depen­
dence of porosity [HEDBERG 1926], the Goode-Sen model [GOODE, SEN 
1988] (Eqs. 4 and 5) predicts a continuous decrease in permeability with 
increasing pressure and increasing clay content, rather than an abrupt 
disappearance of permeability at certain pressure and clay percentages.
To explain these discontinuous permeability changes we should have 
recourse to the Percolation Theory of Statistical Physics [DULLIEN 1979, 
ESSAM 1972, ZIMAN 1979, EFROS 1986].
1.2 Basic concepts o f percolation theory
Historically, the very first published problem in percolation theory was 
a question related to the design of impermeable gas masks. It was raised by
S. R. Broadbent — in abstract mathematical form — at a Symposium of 
the Royal Statistical Society on Monte Carlo Methods [BROADBENT 1954, 
HAMMERSLEY 1983]. At that time (1954) Broadbent was working at the 
British Coal Utilization Research Association on the design of gas masks 
for use in coal mines. The masks contained porous carbon granules into 
which the gas could penetrate. Broadbent found that if the pores were large 
enough and sufficiently well connected, the gas could permeate the interior 
of the granules; but if the pores were too small or inadequately connected, 
the gas would not get beyond the granules’ surface. There was a critical 
porosity and pore interconnectedness, above which the mask worked well 
and below which it was ineffective. Thresholds of this sort are typical of 
percolation processes.
The basic result of percolation theory is represented in Fig. 1 (after 
ZALLEN [1983]). In the (bond-) percolation problem we assume that a 
fraction l-p  ( 0  < p  < 1) of the bonds of a regular grid are randomly cut and 
a fraction p  are left uncut. Then there exists a critical fraction p c (called 
percolation threshold) such that there is no continuous connection along
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FRACTION OF UNCUT BONDS (pi
Fig. 1. Randomly cut network as example for 
percolation (after ZALLEN [1983])
1. ábra. Példa a perkolációra: négyzetrács 
véletlenszerűen elvágott élekkel. (Z a l x e n  [1983] 
nyomán)
Puc.l. Пример перколяции: квадратная 
решетка со случайно пересеченный гранями 
(по Z a l l e n  [1983])
the bonds of the network between the opposite faces for p  < pc, and there 
exists a connection with probability 1 for p > p c.
For the 2-dimensional square lattice (Fig. 1 ) the percolation threshold 
is 0.5. In the more general case the percolation threshold depends on the 
dimensionality of the network, d, and on its coordination number Z (where 
the coordination number is the average number of bonds connected to any 
node of the network), but it is independent of the detailed structure of the 







Honeycomb 2 3 0.6527
Square 2 4 0.5
Triangular 2 6 0.3473
Tetrahedral (diamond) 2 4 0.39
Simple Cubic 3 6 0.25
Body Centered Cubic 3 8 0.18
Face Centered Cubic 3 12 0 .1 2
Hexagonal Close Packing 3 12 0 .1 2
Table I. Bond percolation tresholds 
I. táblázat. Él-perkolációs küszöbértékek 
Табл. I. Пороговые значения граневой перколяции
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percolation thresholds for some common networks. It was first observed 
by VYSSOTSKY et al. [1961] that the percolation thresholds of Table I 
conform quite closely to the simple empirical rule:
<6)
For a 3-dimensional network ——— = 1.5, that is percolation only
a -  1
occurs if there are on the average more than 1.5 links to any node.
Close to the percolation threshold (p > p c) the nodes which are con­
nected with each other by continuous paths form large clusters of average 
size Ç called the correlation distance. The correlation distance diverges for 
P -  Pc as:
K ~ ( P ~  Р с У *  (7)
(see FISCH, Harris [1978]). For 3-dimensional networks we have [FISCH, 
Harris 1978]:
v = 0.83 (8)
independently of the coordination number. Obviously, the percolation 
between two opposite nodes of a cluster, a distance Ç apart, takes place 
along tortuous zig-zag paths. Near the percolation threshold the length 
L(Ç) of a typical zig-zag path will grow as a power of Ç:
L(Ç)~Ça for p~*pc tp > p c (9 )
or using Eqs. (7 and 8 ):
Ufy ~ (p -  pc)~V for p - * p c tp > p c (10)
where, for 3-dimensional lattices ß = v a  = 0.83 a. As the correlation length 
Ç is the natural length scale in percolation problems, we shall follow 
RlTZENBERGER, COHEN [1984] and define the tortuosity т of the percola­
tion path as:
T = = ça ■ 1 = ( p - p cT 0S3 <'a ~ l )  = ( p - p c) ~ y (11)
The exponents describing the length and tortuosity of the paths are 
compiled in Table II for different percolation models.
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D e f in i t io n  o f  th e a  in ß in _R 
L~(p-pc) P
Y»n _ R e f .* N o t e
p ath L-'C T-ip-pcf*
C o r r e la t io n  
le n g th  Ç
1 0 .8 3 0 а 3 - D  p e r c o la t io n
M in im u m  p ath 1 .3 1 .0 8 0 .2 5 b ,c 3 - D  p e r c o la t io n
C o n d u c t iv e  p a th 1 .3 5 1 .1 2 0 .2 9 d 3 - D  p e r c o la t io n -  
c o n d u c t io n
S e l f - a v o i d in g  
ra n d o m  w a lk  o n  
u n c u t  b o n d s
1 .7 1 .41 0 .5 8 e
3 - D  p e r c o la t io n
B r o w n ia n  m o ­
t io n  in  3 - D
2 1 .6 6 0 .8 3 f
B r o w n ia n  w a lk 3 a=(3/2)df is  c a l le d  
th e  ‘A le x a n d e r -o n  a  df-d im e n ­
s io n a l  fra c ta l
a=-df 0 .8 3 0 . 8 3 ( a - l ) c2 O r b a c h  c o n j e c ­
tu r e ’ [S t a n l e y  
1 9 8 6 ]
B r o w n ia n  w a lk T h e  p o r e  s p a c e  o f
o n  a  3 - D  d im e n - 4 .5 3 .7 4 2 .9 1 c e r ta in  s a n d s t o n e s
s io n a l  fra c ta l fo r m s  a n  a lm o s t  3 -  
d im e n s io n a l  f r a c ­
ta l fW O N G  1 9881
Table II. Percolation exponents
^REFERENCES: a— FISCH, HARRIS 1978; b—Ritzenberger, Cohen 1984; c—STANLEY 
1986; d—LUBENSKY 1977; e—Le GUILLOU, ZINN-JUSTIN 1977; f—MOSOLOV, DlNARYEV 1987
II. táblázat. Perkolációs hatványkitevők
(*HIVATKOZÁS: a— Fisch, Harris 1978; b—Ritzenberger, Cohen 1984; c—Stanley 
1986; d—LUBENSKY 1977; e—Le GUILLOU, Zinn; f—MOSOLOV, Dinaryev 1987
Табл. II. Перколяционные степени
(*ЛИТЕРАТУРА: a— Fisch, Harris 1978; b—Ritzenberger, Cohen 1984; c—Stanley 
1986; d—LUBENSKY 1977; e—LE Guillou, Zinn; f—MOSOLOV, DlNARYEV 1987
The exponent a  in Eq. (9) has a simple physical meaning [RITZENBER­
GER, COHEN 1984]: for distances* smaller than Ç, a  is the fractal dimension 
[MANDELBROOT 1982, KORVIN 1992] of the fluid paths between two 
nodes X apart.
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1.3 Percolation models o f rock permeability
The pore structure of a sedimentary rock can be converted to a discrete 
lattice model by letting the pores correspond to nodes and the throats to 
bonds. The coordination number of the pore system is defined as the 
average number of throats which connect each pore, it is a measure of 
connectivity of the network of pores [DULLIEN 1979, WARDLAW, 
McKELLAR 1981] and can be determined experimentally by serial section­
ing [DULLIEN 1979]. Recent theoretical work in continuum percolation 
[ELAM et al. 1984, HALPERIN et al. 1985] has proved the general applica­
bility of discrete lattice models in simulating continuous problems, though 
the percolation transport exponents for conductivity and permeability have 
been found larger than their discrete lattice counterparts [HALPERIN et al. 
1985].
Early application of percolation theory centred around qualitative 
problems of oil recovery [DULLIEN 1979] and mercury porosimetry 
[WARDLAW, McKELLAR 1981]. Recent, quantitative results are reviewed 
by T h o m p s o n  et al. [1987] and W o n g  [1988]. In 1985 H a l p e r in  et al. 
[1985] at the Harvard University introduced a ‘Swiss cheese’ permeability 
model in which the holes play the role of sand grains and the cheese is the 
flowing water. They found that if we make more and more holes there is a 
critical fraction of cheese Фс ~ 0.03-0.04 at which electric conductivity
vanishes as (Ф -  Фс)г and hydraulic permeability vanishes as (Ф -  Фс)е, 
with t=2.4 and e=4.4. In an important paper KATZ, THOMPSON [1986] of 
Exxon Production Research, Houston, assumed that only throats wider than 
a given characteristic length lc can significantly contribute to permeability 
and then applied percolation arguments to derive permeability in the form:
k = ß Ф 'max IP  ('max) " P ( 'C)]? ( 12)
with ß = 1/32; for t they simply took the percolation conductivity exponent 
[FISCH, H a r r is  1978] t= 1.9. In Eq. (12) p(l) means the probability that a 
throat is wider than /; lc is a critical width such that the throats wider than 
lc still form a connected net across the rock; lma„ is another size parameter. 
The critical width lc can be experimentally determined using mercury 
intrusion [K a t z , T h o m p s o n  1986].
In the present study I shall develop a percolation-theoretical model for 
the permeability of kaolinite-bearing sandstones from oil reservoirs of the 
Eromanga Basin, South Australia. I shall prove that there is a percolation 
threshold at some critical kaolinite content, and that the tortuosity of the 
flow path (figuring in Eq. 2) diverges at the percolation threshold as 
described in Eq. (11).
The main result is contained in Eqs. (26a-f), which is formally similar 
to the KATZ, THOMPSON [1986] equation (12), but the power-like disap­
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pearance of permeability at the percolation threshold is attributed here to 
the divergence of tortuosity.
The results are only applicable to ‘discrete particle’ [NEASHAM 1977] 
clay morphologies (as kaolinite). Possible extensions to pore lining and 
pore bridging [NEASHAM 1977] clays will be mentioned at the end of the 
paper.
2.1 Previous studies o f eromanga basin petrophysics 
[ G ra  v e s t o c k , A l e x a n d e r  1986, 1988,1989]
The Eromanga Basin, Australia’s largest onshore hydrocarbon prov­
ince, covers an area approximately 1,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  sq km, within which up to 
3,000 m of Jurassic to Late Cretaceous sediments are preserved. The 
sequence consists of a lower suite of continental deposits which uncon- 
formably overlie deeper Palaeozoic basins or older metamorphic and 
igneous rocks, and an upper suite of transgressive marine sediments which 
in turn are overlain by thick paralic to continental strata. Numerous oil and 
gas accumulations have been discovered in the lower suite over the past 1 0  
years.
In 1985, the South Australian Department of Mines and Energy 
commenced a study of the petrophysics of Eromanga Basin reservoirs. 
Funding for the project was provided by the Commonwealth Department 
of Primary Industries and Energy (NERRDDC Project 820). Cores from 
18 wells were selected for analysis (Fig. 2, Table III) and 638 cylindrical
2. Materials and methods
EROMANGA BASIN
Fig. 2. Location map of the study area






core plugs were cut from lithologies ranging from coarse sandstones to 
mudrocks. Petrophysical analyses were carried out by the Australian Min­










1207.5 31 9 4 4
1 1209.8 26 14 - -
1243.0 7 3 1 2
1247.7 29 11 4 4
1434.6 65 28 4 7
1448.4 26 1 0 - 5
1495.5 14 8 - -
1505.2 42 14 4 -
j  1564.2 16 8 3 2
1 1571.2 2 2 11 - 3
1587.2 21 1 0 - 2
! 1608.1 35 12 4 4
1635.2 16 7 1 -
1682.7 35 10 4 -
1693.9 92 37 6 12
1797.7 49 10 5 -
1843.9 61 2 0 3 9
1878.5 2 2 9 - 4
2166.2 7 3 - -
2663.1 2 2 12 4 2
Total 638 246 47 60
Table III. Summary of petrophysical measurements 
The results are tabulated in Gravestock, Alexander [1988]
III. táblázat. A kőzetfizikai mérések összesítése 
Gravestock, Alexander [1988]
Табл. III. Обзор измерений физических свойств 
Gravestock, Alexander [1988]
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All plugs were cut, trimmed, and measured for effective porosity by 
helium injection and horizontal permeablility to nitrogen (not Klinkenberg 
corrected) at overburden pressure.
Absolute grain density and cation exchange capacity (CEC) were 
determined on 246 plugs. Forty-seven samples were subject to X-ray 
diffraction analysis to find the distribution of the bulk mineralogy and the 
mineralogy of the < 2 pm fraction. Sixty samples were submitted for 
electrical properties determination, using simulated formation brines, 
twenty-one of these had repeat measurements of conductivity in NaCl 
brines of differing salinity. Results are tabulated in GRAVESTOCK, 
ALEXANDER [1988]. Five grain size categories were selected by visual 
examination: coarse-, medium- and fine sandstone, siltstone and mudrock. 
Fine sandstone samples were further sub-divided into two sets: those with 
permeability of 1 0 0  md or more, and those with less than 1 0 0  md perme­
ability.
2. 2 Petrophysical properties
The petrophysical properties relevant to this paper are summarised in 
Figs. 3-8.
Figure 3 shows the porosity distribution for the selected visual grain 
size categories. In spite of the considerable overlap between the porosity 
ranges there is a clear decreasing trend in average porosity with decreasing 
grain size. A similar trend has been observed for the Permian reservoir rocks 
of the Cooper Basin, underlying the Eromanga Basin [MARTIN, HAMILTON 
1981, SCHULZ-ROJAHN, PHILLIPS 1989]. When unconsolidated marine 
sediments are considered the grainsize—porosity relation is just the oppo­
site (that is, the smaller the grain size the higher the porosity [HAMILTON 
1972]), we assume that the trend shown by Figure 3 is due to the differences 
in compaction and diagenesis acting on sediments of different grain size.
The permeability vs. porosity cross plots (Fig. 4) show completely 
different patterns in the different visual grain-size ranges. The cross plot 
for ‘fine sands’ (shown twice in Fig. 4) reveals a dual character correspond­
ing to the high permeability (k > 100 md) and low permeability (k < 100 md) 
categories. GRAVESTOCK, ALEXANDER [1986] emphasised that two poro­
sity-permeability trends were apparent. They later [GRAVESTOCK, ALE­
XANDER 1988] provided empirical equations for each trend.
Semi-quantitative X-ray diffraction data for 47 samples are summa­
rised in Fig. 5, which shows the distribution of the bulk mineralogy and of 
the < 2  pm fraction as function of the visual grain size of the host facies for 
each sample. The bulk mineralogy is quartz dominated whereas the clay 
size fraction is chiefly kaolinite, other minerals being relatively minor. The 
< 2  pm fraction rarely exceeded 2 0  percent by weight of the bulk sample.
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Fig. 3. Porosity distribution by visual grain-size [from GRAVESTOCK, ALEXANDER 1988]
3. ábra. A porozitás eloszlása különböző szemcseméretek esetében [Gravestock, Alexander
1988]
Рис.З. Распределение пористости при различных размерах зерен [Gravestock,
Alexander 1988]
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FINE SANDSTONE MEDIUM SANDSTONE COARSE SANDSTONE
log (md)
Fig. 4. Porosity—permeability trends by visual grain-size [from Gravestock, Alexander
1988]
4. ábra. Porozitás—perméabilités trendek különböző szemcseméretek esetében [ Gravestock,
Alexander 1988]
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Fig. 5. Distribution of bulk and < 2 fim mineralogy determined by semi-quantitative X-ray 
diffraction, as a function of visual grain-size of the host facies [from Gravestock, ALEXANDER
1988]
5. ábra. A teljes minta, ill. a < 2 gm frakció, fél-kvantitatív röntgen-diffrakcióval meghatározott 
ásványtartalom eloszlása, különböző szemcseméretű hordozókőzetek esetében [Gravestock,
Alexander 1988]
Рис.5. Распределение минерального состава полной пробы и фракции меньше 2 мкм, 
определенного полуколичественным рентген-дифракционным способом для 
вмещающей породы с различным размером зерен [Gravestock, Alexander 1988]
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Clay minerals of relatively low electrical activity were indicated from 
CEC measurements of 246 samples whose values range from less than 1.0 
to 10 meq /100 g, which is the typical range of kaolinite (Table IV).




Ulites 10-40 a, c
26.6 (mean) b
20-30 d
Chlorite 10-40 a, c
Smectite 80-150 a, c
Montmorillonite 100-250 d
82.5 b !
Table IV. Cation exchange capacity of clay minerals 
(‘ REFERENCES: a—Grim 1968; b—Van Olphen, Fripiat 1979; c—Edmundson, Raymer
1979; d—Patchett 1975)
IV. táblázat. Agyagásványok kation csere kapacitása 
(‘ HIVATKOZÁS: a—Grim 1968; b—Van Olphen, Fripiat 1979; c—EDMUNDSON, Raymer
1979; d—Patchett 1975)
Табл. IV. Емкость обмена катионов глинистых минералов 
(‘ ЛИТЕРАТУРА: a—Grim 1968; b—Van Olphen, Fripiat 1979; c—Edmundson, Raymer
1979; d—Patchett 1975)
According to literature, there is a good overall correlation between 
CEC and the specific surface of clays [PATCHETT 1975 , STEWARD and 
BURCK 1986]. In the present case the dominant clay mineral is presumed 
to be kaolinite which has a distinct narrow range of CEC values (Table IV). 
Figure 6 shows the correlation between CEC and weight percent of the 
< 2 pm fraction for 27 samples. The relationship can be approximated by 
the empirical equation
X = 0.021 CEC  (13)
where CEC is in meq /100 g, Á is the weight proportion of the clay size 
(< 2 pm ) fraction, determined from semiquantitative XRD [GRAVESTOCK, 
ALEXANDER 1988]. I shall assume that in the Eromanga Basin samples the 
greatest part of the clay size fraction actually consists of clay minerals (as 
found in other parts of the world [KUKAL, HILL 1986]) and that it is 
predominantly kaolinite as indicated by the CEC and XRD data. Also, as 
there is only a slight difference between the densities of quartz
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Fig. 6. Correlation between cation exchange capacity (CEC) and weight percent (X) o f the 
< 2 pm fraction. Equation of the straight line is X = 0.021 CEC. The X values were determined 
[by Gravestock, Alexander 1988] from semiquantitative XRD 
6. ábra. Korreláció a kation csere kapacitás (CEC) és a < 2 pm frakció súlyaránya (X) között. A 
regressziós egyenes egyenlete X = 0.021 CEC. A X értékek meghatározás [Gravestock, 
ALEXANDER 1988] fél-kvantitatív röntgendiffrakción alapult 
Рис.6. Корреляция между емкостью обмена катионов (CEC) и весового содержания (X) 
фракции меньше 2 мкм. Уравнение линии регрессии X = 0.021 СЕС. Определение 
величины X основано на данных полуколичиественного рентген-дифракционного 
способа [Gravestock, Alexander 1988]
[SERRA 1984] and kaolinite [GRIM 1968], I shall identify the X in Eq. (13) 
with the volume fraction of kaolinite.
Previous studies of GRAVESTOCK, ALEXANDER [1988] have already 
indicated that CEC values can be used to judge reservoir quality: good 
reservoir sandstones (k > 100 md) have CEC values less than 3.0 meq /100 g 
whereas fine grained, shaly sediments with fair to nil reservoir quality have 
higher CEC ’s (Fig. 7). The main task of the next section will be to develop 
this empirical observation into a physical theory of the permeability of 
kaolinite bearing sandstones.
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Fig. 7. Cation exchange capacity distribution with visual grain-size (A); and CAP and RES trend 
distribution with CEC (B) (CAP=caprock, RES “reservoir, sc=clean sand, sm=medium sand, 
sf=clean fine sand, sf*=shaly fine sand, si=siltstone, mu=mudstone) [from GRAVESTOCK,
Alexander 1988]
7. ábra. Kation csere kapacitás (CEC) eloszlása különböző szemcseméretekre (A); és a fedőkőzet 
ill. tárolókőzet trendek eloszlása különböző CEC értékekre (B). (CAP=fedőkőzet, 
RES=tárolókőzet, sc=tiszta homokkő, sm=közepes szemcseméretű homokkő, sf“finomszemcsés 
tiszta homokkő, sf*=agyagos finomszemcsés homokkő, si=homokliszt, mu=agyagpala).
[Gravestock, Alexander 1988]
Рис. 7. Распределение емкости обмена катионов (CEC) для разных размеров зерен (А) и 
распределение трендов покрывающих и вмещающих образований при разных 
значениях СЕС (В). (САР “покрывающие образования, ЕЕ8=вмещающие породы, 
sc=4HCTbie песчаники, sm=cpeднезернистые песчаники, зГ=мелкозернистые чистые 
песчаники, 5Г*=тлинистые мелкозернистые песчаники, si=ne4aHbie илы, ти=глинистые 
сланцы). [Gravestock, Alexander 1988]
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3. The percolation model
3.1 Theoretical derivation
In order to describe the permeability of the Eromanga Basin reservoir 
sandstones I start out from the formula [WALSH, BRACE 1984]:
, r _  (r hyd t ™"'])2 к [та] = ---------------- Ф -^ ! ° 9 (3)
and express the hydraulic radius R ^ yd ar|d tortuosity т in terms of grain 
radius (r), porosity (Ф) and kaolinite content (X).
As we assume cylindrical tubes, b is taken as 2 [WALSH, BRACE 
1984]. In a simplified rock model where the < 2 pm fraction consists of 
kaolinite, a volume V0 of the rock will consist of:
И1 = к0 ( 1 - Ф ) ( 1 - Х ) quartz (14a)
V2 =V0 ( 1 - Ф ) \ kaolinite (14b)
Vl = Vo® pore (14c)
It is assumed that the volume fraction \  of kaolinite can be expressed 
in terms of CEC by the empirical equation (13). If the average radius of a 
quartz grain is r, the total quartz volume Vj contains 
К0 ( 1 - Ф ) ( 1 - Х )
N  = ------------------------ grains, that is in a volume V0 of rock the total
4/3 r 3 7t
surface of quartz grains is:
Rtot, quartz N  ^  Г2 К
3 I q ( 1 -  Ф) ( 1 -  A.)
(15)
If (in thought) we remove all clay particles, an increased space 
V2 + V3 = Vq [(1 -  Ф) X + Ф] will be available for fluid flow.
As a cylinder of length h and radius R has a volume V = R2nh and 
surface area (without the bases) 5 = 2 Rnh, that is R = (2 V)/S; we find from 
Eqs. (14 and 15) that the space V2 + V3 can be considered as a very long 
cylinder of average radius:
2(У2 + f 3) 2 Ф + (1 -  Ф) A.
Г2 = S[ot, quartz = 3 (1 -  Ф) (1 -  X) '
(16)
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If we put back again the kaolinite particles the radius of the cylinder 
will be reduced to rh  rl < r2 because kaolinite sticks to the walls. As all the 
pore space is contained within the long cylinder of radius r, and all the clay 
particles are dispersed within the ring rx < r < r2 we can write:
Л _ Ф V
[ФК+(1-Ф)ХИ]
that is
г. ‘ ,' ^ « . * ( Г - Ф)х ' Г2’/ ?  (17)
where we have introduced the notation
Ф ^3
P [Ф + (1-Ф)Я.] (V2 + V3) (18a)
Obviously, 0 < p  < 1; p  has a simple physical meaning: it is the ratio 
of open pore space to the total space filled by pores or clays. We shall also 
need the proportion of clay in this space, it is
M l -Ф)  V2
_ / , ~[Ф + ( 1 - Ф Н ]  (V2 +V3) (18b)
As in Darcy’s Law [DULLIEN 1979] the hydraulic radius R ^ yd is 
defined as the flow cross sectional area divided by the wetted perimeter, in 
Eq. (3) we shall use
f j n  r !
" ” ' 2 r , « ' 2  ( , 9)
If we assume a constant tortuosity and substitute Eqs. (16-19) into 
Eq. (2) we find that for any given kaolinite volume fraction X the perme­
ability would tend to zero as a power of Ф and that it is impossible to have 
zero permeability for finite (non zero) porosities. To be able to explain the 
experimental data (viz. the very low or zero permeabilities above a certain 
clay content, see Fig. 7) I shall transform the continuous Darcy flow to a 
lattice percolation problem. Let us make the pores of the rock correspond 
to the nodes of a discrete lattice, throats will correspond to the bonds (Fig. 8, 
where the symbolic ‘current’ represents hydraulic flow). If a given throat 
is completely blocked by kaolinite the corresponding bond will be consid­
ered as ‘cut’ otherwise it is ‘uncut’, independently of the actual radius of
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Fig. 8. Fluid transfer through kaolinite-bearing sandstone (a) and the corresponding lattice 
percolation model (b). Nodes correspond to pores, uncut bonds to open throats, cut bonds to 
throats blocked by kaolinite particles. The symbolic ‘current’ can be an arbitrary transfer process
8. ábra. Folyadék-áramlás kaolinit-tartalmű homokkövein keresztül (a), és a megfelelő diszkrét 
perkolációs model (b). A pórusoknak csomópont, nyílt toroknak elvágatlan él, a kaolinit 
részecskék által eltorlaszolt toroknak elvágott él felel meg. A szimbolikus “áram” tetszőleges
átviteli folyamat lehet
Рис.8. Миграция жидкости через каолинит-содержаший песчаник (а) и отвечающая ей 
дискретная перколяционная модель (Ь). Порам соответствует точка, открытым 
горловинам - непересеченная грань, а закрытым горловинам- пересеченная грань. 
Символическому току может отвечать любой процесс переноса
the throat. The coordination number Z of the network depends on the 
original packing of the quartz grains and on subsequent compaction and 
diagenesis history. As the number of long-, concavo-convex and sutured
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contacts between grains increases with depth and age of the rock [TAYLOR 
1950, SMALLEY 1967], the coordination number Z will generally decrease 
with increasing compaction (note the missing bond in Fig. 8 b between 
nodes A and F, because of the concavo-convex contact between the 
adjacent grains). Generally, Z ranges between 1 and 6  for sandstones. Using 
the empirical rule [VYSSOTSKY et al. 1961]:
ZPc =
d
id -  1) (6)
and assuming a 3-dimensional lattice, the bond percolation threshold 
probability becomes
Because kaolinite is distributed as discrete book-like clusters (Fig. 8 a), 
I assume that any given throat connecting adjacent pores is open with 
probability p  and blocked by kaolinite particles with probability q (Eqs. 
18a,b). In the equivalent lattice percolation problem (Fig. 8 b) a fraction q 
of the bonds are randomly cut, and a fraction p  = 1 -  q are left intact.
By the definition of the percolation threshold, the fluid cannot flow 
through the sample for p  < p c and percolation only starts for p > pc. Gen­
erally, the fluid particles will follow complicated zig-zag paths, the closer 
is p  to p c, the greater will be the length L(x) of a typical flow path between 
two nodes, which are in a geometrical sense only a distance x  apart.
As it was shown in Section 1.2, for p  -» p c the tortuosity tends to 
infinity as
T ~ {p — pcT  0 83 [“ '  4 ( 11)
that is —r  of the permeability equation (2) or (3) will tend to zero as
\ ~ { p - p c)l M [ a ~ i]
T (21)
In Eqs. (11 and 21) a  (a  > 1) is the fractal dimension [RITZENBERGER 
and COHEN 1984] of the percolation path for small distances. Let us define 
a percolation function PERC as
fo
PERC ip) =
C0( p - p c)L66[a- l] = C0 ( p - p cf EX
if P^Pc
(22)
i f  p >  Pc
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where PEX (percolation exponent) is defined as
P E X  = 1.66 (a -  1) (23)
and the normalizing constant C0 is chosen as to make PERC(1)=1, that is
' ° “ (1 -P C)PEX
(24)
We still have to find the constant factor t 0 in the tortuosity function
\  = \  PERC(p) (25)
T To
For clean sandstones X = 0, consequently p= 1 and PERC( 1)= 1, that is 
for t 0 we must choose some average tortuosity value which is characteristic 
to clean sands in the ambient pressure range of the Eromanga Basin 
reservoir rocks [GRAVESTOCK and ALEXANDER 1988] (12,500- 
22,000 kPa). According to high-pressure studies [VOLAROVITCH et al. 
1968] т0 = 4 seems a reasonable choice.





Ф 10g ( P - Pc)
PEX




if p <  Pc (26а)
b =  2, r0 =  4 (26Ь)
1 Ф + (1 -Ф)Х г-  
3 ( 1 — Ф) (  1 — Ä.) Р
(26с)
к = 0.021 CEC (26d)
Ф
[Ф + (1 -Ф ) X]
(26е)
1.5
p ' m~z (260
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Equation (26) is the main result of the present paper. In the actual 
application of these expressions to Eromanga Basin sandstones, the coor­
dination number Z and the percolation exponent PEX were determined 
numerically. I assumed various Z and PEX values ( 1 < Z < 6 ; 1 < PEX < 6 ), 
computed the permeabilities kcomp(Z,PEX) for all samples and then minimi­
sed the error
D E V  (Z, PEX) = £  [log kmeas -  log kcomp(Z, PEX)]2 (27)
with respect to Z and PEX.
Note that Eq. (26) has the same form as the Katz-Thompson [1986] 
percolation equation
* = Р Ф/тах W m -J -P c )? (12)
even the constant factors are the same ( ß = ^  in Eq. (12) and
^ Г ^ т Е Ч.(26».
Equation (26) of the present paper, however (which strictly speaking 
only applies to kaolinite-bearing sands) has been derived using quite 
different arguments, and the percolation factor (p -  pc)PEX corresponds to 
the normalized reciprocal squared tortuosity of the fluid paths near the 
percolation threshold.
3.2 Application to the Eromanga Basin reservoir rocks
I applied the percolation model of Eqs. (26a-f) to compute the permea­
bilities of 229 sandstone samples from Eromanga Basin reservoirs. In the 
computations I used measured values of porosity and of cation exchange 
capacity (CEC), and visual grain size estimations. I assumed that the clay 
size (< 2  pm) fraction behaves as kaolinite for all samples, in the sense that 
the permeability reduction is due to the blocking of a part of the throats by 
discrete clusters of clay particles. The clay volume content was estimated 
from the measured CEC using Eq. (13). The percolation parameters Z and 
PEX had been numerically optimised for each lithology class. The main 
problem in applying Eqs. (26) to the real data has been that in Eq. (26c) we 
need a numerical value for the mean grain radius r. First, I identified the 
qualitative lithologic classes with the Wentworth size classes [PETTIJOHN 
et al. 1972] (see Table V) and defined Fas the radius of a particle at the 
middle of the corresponding size range, that is r~= 0.375; 0.1875; 0.094; 





Code Name Wentworth 
Size Range 
(mm)
r No. of 
samp­
les
Фтт Фтах Zopt PEXop,
1 □ Coarse
sandstone
1-0.5 0.375 31 0.11 0.24 2.5 1.5
2 О Medium
sandstone
0.5-0.25 0.188 57 0.06 0.25 2.5 3.0
3 ■ High к 
(clean) fine 
sandstone
0.25-0.125 0.094 37 0.0 0.26 - 0
4 Д Low к 
(shaly) fine 
sandstone
0.25-0.125 0.094 74 0.0 0.26 6.0 5.5
5 ▲ Silstone 0.0625-
0.0039
0.02 30 0.0 0.18 6.0 2.0
Table V. Summary of data used to construct Figure 9 
V táblázat. A 9. ábra szerkesztéséhez felhasznált adatok 
Табл. V. Данные, использованные при составлении рис.9.
resulted in an unreasonable large scatter in kcomp, I decided to estimate 
graintsize within the allowed range by assuming some smooth dependence 
on porosity. After many trials and errors I have found that the best way for 
approximating the grain size of any sample of a given lithology i (i= 1 , 2 ,..., 
5) is to linearly interpolate the logarithm of the grain size between the 
Wentworth limits as Ф varies between the measured bounds Ф ^п and
Ф -  Фт ;„(0
log2 r( 0  = log2 rniax(i) +  ----—— г— —  [log2rmax(i) -  log2 rmin(i)]
(i = 1, 2 , ...,5) (28)
(The grainsize-porosity dependence of Eq. (28) is in accord with the results 
of HAMILTON [1972] for recent marine sediments.)
The optimal coordination number Zopt and percolation exponent 
PEXopr were separately determined for each lithology. I computed к from Eqs. 
(26a-r) and Eq. (28) for different values of Z and PEX (2 < Z  < 6 ; 
1 < PEX < 6 ) and determined Zopt and PEXop, as to minimise the error 
between the logarithms of the measured and computed permeabilities. 
Using the optimised values of Z and PEX (compiled in Table V) a fair 
agreement was obtained between measured and computed permeabilities 
over seven orders of magnitude (Fig. 9). The optimisation of expression
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(27) with respect to Z and PEX was not unambiguous: as shown in Fig. 10 
for each lithology there are distinct clusters of suboptimal parameters (Z, 
PEX) around the optimal (ZopP PEX„pt) which were found almost as 
effective in optimising the error, apart from insignificant digits.












4. Discussion and conclusions
Using the optimised percolation parameters (Table V) I could keep the 
deviation between measured and computed permeabilities within order of 
magnitude limits, except for a few fine-grained samples (Fig. 9). The 
scatter is due to three factors:
a) visual, rather than quantitative, average grain-size estimation; samp­
les frequently displayed a range of grain sizes of several phi units;
b) difficulties in measuring very low permeabilities; and
c) using an insufficient number of semiquantitative XRD data to express 
kaolinite volume content in terms of CEC (Eq. 13).
As by Eqs. (26a,c) permeability is proportional to the squared radius of 
quartz grains, if grain size is only known qualitatively to belong to a given 
Wentworth scale class this involves a scatter of ±log1022 = ±0.6 in logkcomp.
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Fig. 10. Optimal percolation parameters Z and PEX for the different lithologies (/ “^coordination 
number, ££X=percolation exponent, a  “fractal dimension of the tortuous flow path)
10. ábra. Optimális perkolációs paraméterek különböző litológiákra (Z=koordinációs szám, 
££X=perkolációs hatvány kitevő, a=a tekervényes folyadékpálya fraktál-dimenziója)
Рис.10. Оптимальные перколяционные параметры для разного литологического 
состава (Z= координационное число, /^Х^перколяционная степень, 
а=фрактал-измерение траектории жидкости
The grain-size of ‘siltstone’ can be anywhere between 0.0625- 
0.0039 mm which implies a scatter of more than two orders of magnitude 
in kc Also, the fine sandstones with к  < 100 md very likely spread over 
2 or 3 Wentworth classes (judged from the range of their permeabilities) 
which explains the large scatter for this lithology.
The scatter of fine-grained samples is further increased by the less 
reliable measurement of very low permeabilities.
In spite of the known difficulties [M I A N , H lL C H IE  1982] of the mea­
surement of CEC, G r a v e s t o c k , A l e x a n d e r  [1988] found very good 
correlation between CEC values and semiquantitative X-ray diffraction 
analysis of the < 2 pm size fraction. They were, however ‘cautious of 
accepting semiquantitative XRD data on the standard against which to 
calibrate wireline logs’ [G R A V E S T O C k , A L E X A N D E R  1988, p. 75] and, 
obviously, the same criticism applies to the calibration involved by Eq. (13) 
of the present paper.
I am convinced that unless one can estimate the grain-size distribution 
and sedimentary fabric from digital image analysis of thin sections 
[B E R R Y M A N , B l a i r  1986] it is hopeless to aim at a better than order of 
magnitude agreement between experimental and computed permeabilities 
over a large porosity and grainsize range. The same conclusion has been
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drawn by BERRYMAN and BLAIR [1986] when reviewing recent theories 
of permeability.
Obviously, the double logarithmic plot of Fig. 9 does not contain those 
data for which either one or both of kmeas and kcomp are zero. There were 
only five such cases: for a ‘shaly fine sandstone’ sample I had kmeas=0 and 
kCOmp=fy there were 3 ‘siltstone’ samples and a ‘shaly fine sandstone’ 
sample with 0 < kmeas < 0.004 md and kcomp- 0.
It is possible to deduce the experimentally known interdependences 
between pressure, permeability and shaliness from a mathematical analysis 
of Eqs. (26a-f). For increasing pressure porosity will exponentially de­
crease [H E D B E R G  1926], this leads to a decrease in hydraulic radius 
(Eq. 26c) and in the value of p  (Eq. 26e). As some of the throats will close 
up under pressure, the average coordination number Z will also decrease, 
that is the percolation thresholdp c becomes larger (Eq. 26f). Consequently, 
both factors Rhyd and (P '  Pc) Eq. (26a) are decreasing with increasing
pressure whicn leads to an overall permeability decrease with increasing 
pressure.
Compaction has a similar effect: besides the reduction of porosity, the 
number of long, concavo-convex and sutured contacts between quartz 
grains would generally increase with depth and age [TAYLOR 1950, SMAL­
LEY 1967], this reduces the average number of bonds belonging to a node 
in the corresponding percolation lattice (Fig. 8 b). The coordination number 
Z decreases, that is the percolation threshold pc increases (Eq. 26f). The 
percolation model also predicts — at least for kaolinite bearing sandstones 
— that the permeability reduction with increasing compaction is much 
more serious than porosity reduction.
An increase in kaolinite content X slightly reduces the hydraulic radius 
(according to Eqs. 26c,e) but its permeability reducing effect is mainly due 
to the increased tortuosity described by the percolation function 
T2 ~  (p -  p cr PEX.
Figure 10, showing the optimum percolation parameters (Zopt, PEXopt) 
for the different lithologies, deserves a closer lock. Observe that there are 
two horizontal scales: the percolation exponent PEX and the fractal dimen­
sion of the percolating fluid path a. The two values are related by: 
PEX = 1.66 (a  -  1) for 3-dim ensional percolation [RlTZENBERGER, 
C o h e n  1984].
For ‘clean fine sands’ (lithology 3, к > 100 md) PEX=0, that is there is 
no percolation transition and tortuosity is constant independently of ka­
olinite content. ‘Siltstones’ (lith. 5) and ‘shaly fine sand’ (lith. 4, 
к <100 md) have a more complicated pore network (Z=5-6) than ‘coarse 
sands’ and ‘medium sands’ (liths. 1 and 2) where Z=2-4.
The optimal percolation exponent is PEX=0 (no percolation) for ‘clean 
fine sands’; PEX= 1.5-2.5 for ‘coarse sands’ and ‘siltstone’, PEX=3-5.5 for 
‘medium sand’ and PEX=4.5-5.5 for ‘shaly fine sand’. This seems to settle 
the controversy [T H O M P S O N  et al. 1987] which is the ‘correct’ percolation
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e x p o n e n t :  1.9 f o u n d  b y  K A T Z , T H O M P S O N  [1986] o r  t h e  ‘ S w i s s  c h e e s e ’ 
m o d e l  p e r c o l a t i o n  e x p o n e n t  4.4 o f  H a l p e r i n ’s  g r o u p  [H A L P E R IN  e t  a l.  
1985]. In t h e  p r e s e n t  e x a m p l e ,  ‘s i l t s t o n e s ’ a n d  ‘c o a r s e  s a n d ’ a r e  c l o s e r  t o  
t h e  K A T Z  a n d  T H O M P S O N  [1986] m o d e l ,  w h i l e  ‘m e d i u m  s a n d ’ a n d  t h e  l o w  
p e r m e a b i l i t y  ‘s h a l y  f i n e  s a n d ’ t o  t h e  ‘ S w i s s  c h e e s e ’ m o d e l  [E L A M  e t  a l .  
1984, H A L P E R IN  e t  a l .  1985]. I n  g e n e r a l ,  d i f f e r e n t  p e r c o l a t i o n  e x p o n e n t s  
c a n  b e  e x p e c t e d  f o r  s a n d s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  g r a i n - s i z e  a n d  d i f f e r e n t  c l a y  m o r ­
p h o l o g y .
I b e  p e r c o l a t i o n  e x p o n e n t  h a s  a  s i m p l e  p h y s i c a l  m e a n i n g  [R lT Z E N B E R -  
G E R  a n d  C O H E N  1984]: b y  E q .  (23) PEX i s  c o n n e c t e d  t o  t h e  f r a c t a l  
d i m e n s i o n  o f  t h e  f l u i d  p a t h s  n e a r  t h e  p e r c o l a t i o n  t h r e s h o ld .
For the high permeability ‘clean fine sand’, where there is no percola­
tion transition, the fluid path is one-dimensional. For ‘coarse sand’ and 
‘siltstones’ a  « 2 which is the fractal dimension of Brownian motion in the 
3-dimensional Euclidian space (Table II). This corresponds to the model 
of M O S O L O V , D lN A R Y E V  [1987] who assumed the transfer of fluid partic­
les in a porous rock as a random Brownian motion. For ‘medium sands’ 
a  = 1.8-4.3, for ‘shaly Fine sand’ (к  < 100 md) a  = 3.7-4.3.
According to the Alexander-Orbach conjecture [STANLEY 1986] the 
fractal dimension of a random walk over a dj--dimensional fractal structure 
is:
d w ~ 2 ^ f  (29 )
Thus, the tortous fluid paths in ‘medium sands’ and low permeability 
‘shaly fine sands’ can be visualized as random walks over 1.9-2.9-dimen­
sional and 2.5-2.9-dimensional fractal pore-spaces, respectively. The high 
fractal dimensionality of the pore space of these sandstones is in conformity 
with published results of small angle neutron scattering experiments 
[WONG 1988] where for certain sandstones fractal dimensions as high as 
2.96 have been reported.
Equations (26a-f) only apply for sandstones containing ‘discrete par­
ticle’ type clay [N E A S H A M  1977], for example, kaolinite. The empirical 
equation (13) has been established for the Eromanga Basin samples, for 
any other region similar calibration should be sought between kaolinite 
content and CEC, or between kaolinite content and wireline logs.
The most important finding of the present paper is that the vanishing 
permeability at and below the percolation threshold can be ascribed to the 
divergence of tortuosity. I expect this conclusion to remain valid for other 
clay morphologies, though different percolation models would describe the 
effect of pore lining (chlorite) and pore bridging (illite) clays. Mixed clay 
morphologies (as e.g. the Permian sandstones from the Cooper Basin, 
South Australia, where the illite/kaolinite ratio has been found [S C H U L Z -  
R O J A H N , P H IL L IP S  1989] to depend on the grainsize of the host rock) pose 
an intriguing, if not intractable, challenge.
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KAOLINIT TARTALMÚ HOMOKKÖVEK PERMEABILITÁSÁNAK 
PERKOLÁCIÓS MODELLJE
KORVIN Gábor
A porózus kőzetek permeabilitására vonatkozó korszerű elképzelések, és a Perkolá- 
ciós Elmélet alapjainak rövid ismertetése után új modellt vezetek le a diszkrét agyagré­
szecskéket (kaolinit) tartalmazó agyagos homokkövek permeabilitására. A kíserletileg 
tapasztalt permeabilitás-csökkenés elegendően nagy agyagtartalom és alacsony, de nem 
zéró porozitás esetében perkolációs jelenség, annak következtében, hogy a kaolinit 
részecskék a pórusok közötti áteresztő nyílások ("torkok") kritikus hányadat eltorlaszol­
ják.
A fő eredmény (26a-f egyenletek) a permeabilitás kifejezése a szemcseméret, 
porozitás és a kaolinit térfogathanyad segítségével. Szerepel a képeletben a (pc -  p)PE* 
perkolációs faktor, amely a tortuozitás divergenciájaként értelmezhető a perkolációs 
küszöb közelében. A PEX perkolációs hatványkitevó egyszerű kapcsolatban áll a teker- 
vényes folyadékpálya fraktál-dimenziójával.
A modellt 229 db, júra -  korai kréta körű, az Eromanga medence (Dél-Ausztrália) 
folyami és tavi eredetű tárolóiból származó, kaolinittartalmu homokkő minta permeabili- 
tásának kiszámítására alkalmaztam. A közelítő diszkrét perkolációs rács koordinációs­
számát és a perkolációs hatványkitevőt számítógépes optimumkereséssel határoztam meg, 
ezenkívül nem volt más illesztési paraméter.
Jó egyezést kaptam a mért és számított permeabilitások között, több mint hét 
nagyságrenden át. Különböző perkolációs hatványkitevők feleltek meg az egyes Etológi­
áknak: 0 a nagy permeabilitásu tiszta homokkőnek, 1,5-2 a durvaszemcsés homokkőnek 
és a homoklisztnek, 3-5,5 a közepes szemcseméretű homokkőnek és 4,5-5,5 az alacsony 
permeabilitásű (k < 100 md) finomszemcsés homokkőnek.
ПЕРКОЛЯЦИОННАЯ МОДЕЛЬ ПРОНИЦАЕМОСТИ 
КАОЛИНИТ-СОДЕРЖАЩИХ ПЕСЧАНИКОВ
Габор КОРВИН
После описания современных представлений о проницаемости пористых 
пород и основ перколяционной теории дается новая модель проницаемости 
глинистых песчаников, содержащих дискретные глинистые зерна (каолинита). 
Установленное опытным путем уменьшение проницаемости при достаточно 
высоком содержании глины и низкой, но отличающейся от нуля, пористости 
является перколяционным явлением в связи с тем, что зерна каолинита 
закрывают критическую часть межпоровых отверстий (горловин).
Главным результатом работы являются уравнения 26a-f, выражающие 
зависимость проницаемости от размера зерен, пористости и объемного 
содержания каолинита. В формуле имеется перколяционный фактор (рс -  р /  , 
которы й  м ож но поним ать как  дивергенцию  тортуосн ости  вблизи
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перколяционного порога. Перколяционная степень РЕХ имеет простую связь с 
фрактал-дименсией траектории жидкости.
Модель была применена для вычисления проницаемости 229 образцов 
каолинит-содержащих песчаников юрского и мелового возраста отобранных из 
резервуаров речного и озерного происхождения бассейна Эромендж (Южная 
Австралия). Перколяционная степень и координационное число приближенной 
дискретной перколяционной решетки были определены компьютерным 
способом оптимизации (других параметров сопряжения не было).
М ежду измеренны ми и расчетными значениям и проницаем ости 
наблюдается хорошее совпадение при диапазоне 7 порядков величины. 
Перколяционная степень зависит от литологического состава образца : 0—для 
чистых песчаников высокой проницаемости, 1.5-2—для грубозернистых 
песчаников и песчаного ила, 3-5.5—для среднезернистых песчаников и 
4.5-5.5—для мелкозернистых песчаников низкой проницаемости.
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EXPLORATION OF THE DÉVAVÁNYA-SOUTH BASEMENT 
STRUCTURE FOR HYDROCARBONS — A CASE HISTORY
Sándor PAP , Viktor SŐREG and Irén PAP-HASZNOS
In 1987, wildcat Déva-D-1 reaching the basement of fissured, brecciated gneiss, 
provided a two-phase mixture of oil and water. As the quantity of oil was relatively 
significant (24.7 m3/day oil, 7.1 m3/day water and 1380 m3/day gas through a 3 mm valve), 
it was decided to carry out a detailed investigation of the area. In 1989, the Canadian 
company Teknica prepared a SEISLOG section from the seismic line crossing Déva-D-1, 
to locate another well. This well, drilled in the same year, reached the crystalline basement 
at a higher position, but provided much less oil than the former one. To clarify the situation, 
a new seismic network was shot in 1989. By integrating all available geological and 
geophysical information, it was found that the strongly tectonized basement consists of 
nydrodynamically separated blocks. The boundaries of these blocks are formed by faults 
or different nature. Geochemical data suggest that the oils of Déva-D-1 belong to two 
different types that do not form a common system. It can even be supposed that the oils 
have no reservoir(s), but they migrate along the conduits formed by the fissured, brecciated 
zones of the basement. Proposals for further investigation are given although great risk is 
envolved.
Keywords: Pannonian Basin, hydrocarbons, crystalline basement, fault zones, 
migration, geochemical methods
1. The first phase (1981-82)
At least a decade ago seismic profiles of the neighbouring hydrocarbon 
fields of the Békés Basin reached the area, that we now call Dévaványa- 
south. The first seismic survey which delineated the structure was the 
1981-82 Dévaványa-Körösladány project.
Geofizikai Kutató Vállalat, Szolnok, Körösi u. 43. H-5000 
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Because it was difficult to follow the surface of the eroded Precambrian 
basement in the seismic time sections two contour-maps were constructed, 
the more probable one being presented in Fig. 1. Although the tectonic zone 
in the northwest was clearly seen in all sections, the other tectonic indica­
tions could not be systematized. Well D éva-D -1 was later located on the 
slope of the nose-like structure.
2. The second phase (1987-88)
The time sections of the 1981-82 survey were interpreted in 1987 by 
seismic stratigraphy in the framework of an OKGT-USGS contract. In this 
study, nine localities of basal turbidites of Early Pannonian age pinching
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out in onlap structure (thickness about 400-500 m) were marked out in the 
Békés Basin. The task of well Déva-D-1 was to test one of these onlaps 
combined with a nose-like Miocene-Precambrian structure. The Precam- 
brian basement was planned to be penetrated for 1 0 0  m.
Hydrocarbon indications were observed while drilling in the fissured, 
cataclastic granitic biotite gneiss basement, therefore the penetration was 
longer than planned (137 m), and three layer tests were carried out. The 
results of these tests are presented in Table I  and Fig. 2, and some details 
are also given:
— Test No. 1 was carried out in an open part of the hole. Inflow from 
a medium permeability reservoir of seemingly unlimited reserves 
was recorded.
— For test No. 2 the layer was opened by perforation under depression. 
Yield data and effective thickness suggested higher permeability 
than test No. 1.
— For test No. 3, the layer was opened similarly to test No. 2. 
Simultaneously with the production test, logging was carried out, 
too. These showed inflow from the 2986-2987 m depth interval as 
a mixture of oil and water.
The following temperatures were recorded during test production at 
the depth of 2988 m:
— during production 169.7 °C
— 0.5 hours after production stop 168.8 °C
— 3.5 hours after production stop 165.4 °C
— 5.5 hours after production stop 164.0 °C
Temperature data recorded in both wells D éva-D -1 and -2  are plotted 
in Fig. 3.
After 43 hours of production, the oil yield decreased to 5 % of the initial 
value. Gas chromatograph measurements showed similar normal alkane
О
Fig. 1. Dévaványa-south area. Reflection time contour-map of a horizon chosen close 
to the metamorphic basement (constructed by E. Varga, E. Frindt 1983)
1—seismic line (DvG) of the 1981-82 survey; 2—time contours in ms (datum plane:
+50 m);
3—fault indication; 4 —regional fault zone; 5-—well
1. ábra. Dévaványa-dél. A metamorf medencealjzat közelében kijelölt szint reflexiós 
időtérképe. (Szerkesztette: Varga E., Fridt E. 1983.)
1 — 1981-82-ben mért DvG jelű szeizmikus vonalak; 2 —időszintvonalak ms-ban (tsz. 
feletti 50 m-es értékre vonatkoztatva); 3— töréses öv; 4 —regionális vető; 5 —mélyfúrás
О
Puc.l. Участок Dévaványa-юг. Карта изохрон отражающего горизонта, 
отмеченного вблизи метаморфического фундамента (составили: Е. Varga,
E. Frindt 1983)
1— сейсмические профили (DvG), измеренные в 1981-82. гг.; 2— изохроны в 
мсек, отнесенные к уровню 50 м н.у.м.; 3—зона раздробления;
4— региональный разлом; 5— скважина













F ig . 2. Layer test results in the three wells of the study area 
1—core and its number; 2—drill stem test and its number; 3—layer test and its 
number; 4—water inflow; 5—oil inflow; 6—gas inflow; 7 —no inflow; 8—water 
show; 9—oil show; 10—gas show; 11—distillate show; о—oil; g—gas; w—water. 
Yields are given in m3/day
2. ábra. A Dévaványa-déli és a Körösladány-4 sz. fúrások rétegvizsgálati eredményei 
1—magfúrás és száma; 2—fúrószáras teszteres rétegvizsgálat és száma;
3—rétegvizsgálat és száma; 4 —vízbeáramlás; 5—kőolajbeáramlás;
6—földgázbeáramlás; 7—nem adott beáramlást; 8—víznyom; 9 —kőolajnyom;
10—földgáznyom; 11—párlatnyom; о —kőolaj; g—földgáz; w—víz.
A hozamok m3/nap-ban
Рис.2. Результаты исследования слоев по скважинам Dévaványa-юг и
Körösladány-4
1—кэрновое бурение и его номер; 2—исследование слоев по буровому 
снаряду тестером и его номер; 3—исследование слоев и его номер;
4—просачивание воды; 5—просачивание нефти; 6—просачивание газа; 7— нет 
просачивания; 8—следы воды; 9—следы нефти; 10—следы газа; 11—следы  
дистиллята; о— нефти; g—газа; w—воды. Дебиты в м3/сут
TEST YIELD (m3/day)
number location oil gas water
3. 2963,0-2998,0 at the end of the test 
after flushing 3 m3
200 88,4
2. 3010,0-3014,0 24,7 1380 7,1
1. 3041,0-3100,0 10,8
(by the end of the test 5 %)
350 10,8
Table I. Layer tests in the basement complex o f well Déva-D-1 
I. táblázat A metamorf medencealjzat vizsgálatának eredményei a Déva-D-1 fúrásban 
Табл. I. Результаты исследования метаморфического фундамента в скважине Déva-D-1
distribution in tests Nos. 1 and 3, while the oil of test No. 2 contained more 
light hydrocarbons than the other two. The normal alkane distribution curve 
of the oil of test No. 2 shifted towards lower carbon atomic numbers 
compared to the other two (see Fig. 4). Analysis of gases, on the other hand, 
showed similarity between gases of tests Nos. 2 and 3, and proved that of 
test No. 1 to be of different origin.
The NaCl content of waters from tests 1 and 3 showed similarity, while 
that of test No. 2 was different. The complete analyses of waters could not 
be compared, because there was no water in test No. 3. The layer pressure 
in test No. 2 also proved to be different from the other two (see Fig. 5).
All these data led us to the conclusion that the fluids (or a part of them) 
of test No. 2 migrate upwards through a fissure system from the deeper 
parts of the metamorphic basement. It could not unambiguously be deter-
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180—Л
Fig. 3. Temperatures recorded 
during layer tests 
w—water inflow; о —oil 
inflow;
3. ábra. Rétegvizsgálatok 
során mért hőmérsékletek 
w —vízbeáramlás; 
о—kőolajbeáramlás





Fig. 4. Normal alkane distribution of oils found in the crystalline basement reservoir of well
Déva-D-1
4. ábra. A Déva-D-1 fúrással feltárt metamorfit tárolóból származó kőolajok normál-alkán
eloszlása
Puc. 4. Распределение нормального алькана нефти метаморфического резервуара 
вскрытого скважиной Déva-D-1
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pressure MPa
Fig. 5. Static pressures determined in 
the crystalline basement during layer 
tests in the two wells o f Dévaványa 
w—water inflow; о—oil inflow;
5. ábra. Rétegvizsgálatok során 
meghatározott statikus nyomások a 
dévaványa-déli fúrások által feltárt 
metamorfitokban
w—vízbeáramlás; о—kőolajbeáramlás
Puc. 5. Статическое давление, 
определенное при исследовании 
слоев в метаморфитах, вскрытых 
скважинами участка Dévaványa-юг 
w —просачивание воды; 
о —просачивание нефти
mined how many reservoirs exist in the basement complex. In spite of all 
these contradictory data, it was decided to continue exploration.
As the inner structure of the basement seemed to be crucial in solving 
these problems, seismic profile Dv-21 was reshot in 1987 using the latest 
data acquisition and processing techniques. Reflection characteristics of 
the basement (both surface and inner structure) were much better in this 
section (Fig. 6 , for location see Fig. 7) than in the former ones. Two 
reflection patterns could be distinguished in the basement: one with low- 
frequency strong signals of medium continuity, and one consisting of 
poor-energy reflection fragments representing more or less sheared and 
fissured blocks. The most important feature is the overthrust plane acting 
as a detachment plane for the smaller faults.
A new structural map was constructed (Fig. 7), based on the new 
seismic profile (Dv-21), and the reprocessing of the older ones. Although 
it seemed most probable that oil and gas accumulation were linked with the 
tectonic features it was not possible to determine whether the basement 
elevation had a decisive role or not, i.e. whether the next well should be 
located towards the top zone of the elevation (point В in Fig. 7) or in the 
strike direction (point A in Fig. 7).
3. The third phase (1989-91)
Taking into account all the available data of seismics, well logging, 
layer tests and geochemical data, as well as the SEISLOG section produced
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by the Canadian company Teknica, from the data of seismic section Dv-21 
it was decided to locate well D éva-D-2 at point В (the SEISLOG method 
is described in several publications, its application and results in the 
Dévaványa-south area can be found in the interim report of GKV A-7/89).
Well Déva-D-2 was drilled in 1989. It reached the metamorphic 
basement complex at a depth of 2801 m (162 m nearer the surface than well 
Déva-D-1), and penetrated it for 299 m. Lithologically it was similar to 
the biotite gneiss known from Déva-D-1. Five layer tests were carried out 
below 2890 m, but pumping provided no more than water. Above this depth 
the water showed traces of oil which increased with decreasing depth (see 
Fig. 2). The maximum inflow of oil was near the top of the basement in 
test No. 9 (between 2815 and 2827 m): 3.3 m3/day oil and 25 m3/day saline 
water with combustible gas. The above data, as well as the next well, Köl-4 
(being at an even higher structural position) prove that in this area oil and 
gas accumulation are not tied to structural elevation.
To clarify the situation, simultaneously to drilling well Déva-D-2, a 
new detailed reflection survey was shot. The structural time contour map 
with all relevant data is presented in Fig. 8, the geoseismic section connect­
ing the three wells in Fig. 9. The palaeogeomorphologic dome of approx­
imately NNE-SSW strike, is bounded by structural zones both on the NW 
and SE. Between these zones the basement was overthrust NE-warÖly by 
compression from the south. The imbricated biotite gneiss block moved 
upwards along several small inverse fault planes.
The geochemical data are as follows: The normal alkane distribution 
of distillation residue over 200 °C of oils of both Déva-south wells is 
practically the same (Fig. 10). The quantity of paraffin hydrocarbons, the 
maximum of carbon atom distribution, the carbon preference index and the 
ratio of pristane/phitane differ but negligibly (Table II). These data suggest 




Fig. 6. A portion of seismic time section Dv-21 
1—top of Miocene; 2■—top of Precambrian basement; 3—‘emphasized’ reflections; 
4 —regional overthrust; 5—normal fault; 6—overthrust o f lower order, limit of 
block; 7 — fault planes
6. ábra. A Dv-21 szeizmikus szelvény egy szakasza 
1—miocén tető; 2—prekambriumi tető; 3—"kiemelt" reflexió; 4 —regionális 
feltolódási öv; 5—törés; 6 —másodlagos feltolódás, blokk-határ; 7—törési síkok
Puc. 6. Интервал сейсмического профиля Dv-21 
1—кровля миоценового возраста; 2—кровля докембрийского возраста;
3—отражение от приподнятого блока; 4—зона регионального надвига;
5—разлом; 6—вторичный надвиг, граница блоков; 7—плоскости разломов
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5 oDóva-D-1 в ДА .В  7
Fig. 7. Seismic time contour- map of the surface of the crystalline basement (constructed by
B. Sz a n y i , 1988)
1—seismic lines (DvG) of the 1981-82 survey; 2 —seismic line Dv-21 shot in 1987; 3—time 
contours in ms (datum plane: +50 m); 4 —fault zone or boundary of the presumed overthrust 
zone; 5 —zone of fractured basement; 6—well; 7 —proposed location of well
7. ábra. A metamorf medencealjzat felszínének szeizmikus időtérképvázlata. (Szerkesztette:
Sz a n y i  B. 1988)
1— 1981-82-ben mért DvG jelű szeizmikus vonalak; 2— 1987-ben mért Dv-21 jelű szeizmikus 
vonal; 3—időszintvonalak ms-ben (tsz. feletti 50 m-es értékre vonatkoztatva); 4— vetőzóna, vagy 
feltételezett rátolódási zóna határa; 5—medencealjzat töredezett zónája; 6—mélyfúrás;
7—tervezett fúrási variációk
Puc. 7. Схема изохрон поверхности метаморфического фундамента третичного 
бассейна (составил: В. SZANYI 1988. г.)
1—сейсмические профили (DvG), измеренные в 1981-82. гг.; 2—сейсмический профиль 
D v-21, измеренный в 1987. г.; 3—изохроны в мсек, отнесенные к уровню 50 м н.у.м.; 
4—границы разломной зоны или зоны предпологаемого надвига; 5—зона раздробления 
в фунданенте третичного бассейна; 6—скважина; 7—варианты проектной скважины
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Fig. 8. Seismic time contour-map of the surface of the metamorphic basement (constructed by 
A. PRIBUS, B. Szanyi and V. SÖREG, 1990)
1—seismic lines of the 1981-82 survey; 2—seismic lines of the 1989 survey; 3—time contours 
in ms (datum plane: + 50 m); 4—fault zone; 5—limit of compressional zone; 6—overthrust;
7—prediction of Teknica, based on SEISLOG processing: a) oil, b) gas; 8—well; 9—our 
proposals for drilling locations; 10—drilling localities proposed by Teknica
8. ábra. A metamorf medencealjzat felszínének szeizmikus időtérképe. (Szerkesztette: 
Pribus A., Szanyi B., Sőreg V., 1990)
1 — 1981-82-ben mért részletező szeizmikus vonalak; 2— 1989-ben mért részletező szeizmikus 
vonalak; 3—időszintvonalak ms-ben (tsz. feletti 50 m-es értékre vonatkoztatva); 4 —vetőzóna; 
5—feltételezett kompressziós zóna határa; 6 —feltolódás; 7—előrejelzés a Teknica cég szeizlog 
feldolgozása alapján: a) kőolaj; b) földgáz; 8—mélyfúrás; 9 —lehetséges fúráspontok; 10—a 
Teknika cég által javasolt fúrások
Puc. 8. Карта изохрон поверхности метаморфического фундамента третичного 
бассейна (составили: A. Pribus, В. Szanyi и V. Sóreg,1990. г.)
1—сейсмические профили, измеренные в 1981-82. гг.; 2—детальные сейсмические 
профили, измеренные в 1989. г.; 3—изохроны мсек, отнесенные к уровню 50 м н.у.м.; 
4—зона разлома; 5—границы предпологаемой зоны компрессии; 6—надвиг;
7—интерпретация по обработке сейслог фирмой Текника : а) нефть; Ь) газ;
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of hydrocarbons. On the other hand, the normal alkane distribution of crude 
oils determined by gas chromatography (Fig. 11) shows that oils of test 
No. 2 of well Déva-D-1 and tests Nos. 7 and 8 of well Déva-D-2 have 
similar composition: the curves shift towards lower carbon atomic num­
bers. The oils of these three tests contain a higher ratio of lighter 
hydrocarbons, consequently their paraffin content is higher than that of 
the others (Table III).
Fig. 10. Normal alkane distribution of distillation residues above 200 °C of oils from the 
metamorphites of Dévaványa-south area
10. ábra. A Dévaványa-déli terület metamorfitjaiból származó kőolajok 200 °C feletti 
desztillációs maradékainak normál-alkán eloszlása
Puc. 10. Распределение нормального алькана остатков дистилляции при температуре 
выше 200 °С нефти из метаморфитов участка Dévaványa-юг
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Well number Déva-D-1 Déva-D-2












C max 15.00 14.00 15.00 14.00 15.00
Pristane 1.25 1.30 1.23 1.27 1.32 1
Phitane
CPIC21-31 1.04 1.01 0.99 0.99 1.01
OEP 1.03 0.99 1.01 1.01 1.02
Total paraffin 
CH (weight %)
54.40 54.30 54.80 54.50 56.60
Table II. Geochemical data of distillation residues above 200 °C o f  o ils  from the 
metamorphites o f  D évaványa-south  area
II. táblázat A dévaványa-déli kőolajok 200 °C fölötti desztillációs maradékainak adatai 
Табл. II. Данные анализа остатков дистилляции при температуре выше 200 °С неф ти
участка D évaványa-ю г
Fig. II. Normal alkane distribution of crude oils from the metamorphites of Dévaványa-south area
11. ábra. A Dévaványa-déli terület metamorfitjaiból származó kőolajok normál-alkán eloszlása
Puc. 11. Распределение нормального алькана нефти метаморфитов участка
Dévaványa-юг
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Well number Déva-D-1 Déva-D-2












C max 15.00 14.00 14.00 10.00 12.00
Pristane
Phitane
1.25 1.30 1.23 1.27 1.32
C P Ï C 2 1 - 3 1 1.04 1.01 0.99 0.99 1.01
OEP 1.03 0.99 1.01 1.01 1.02
Total paraffin 
HC (weight %)
58.70 45.70 46.80 52.30 52.30
Table III. Characteristic geochemical data of crude oils of Dévaványa-south area 
III. táblázat A dévaványa-déli nyersolajok jellemző adatai 
Табл. III. Характерные данные нефти участка Dévaványa-юг
We had recourse to one more possibility: geoelectric direct hydrocar­
bon exploration, which might increase the number of hits. The WEGA-D 
electromagnetic system for measuring resistivity/conductivity and polar­
izability, was first developed in Poland and it was improved by cooperation 
between GKV and Polish geophysicists [DZWINEL 1979, DZWINEL 1983, 
DZWINEL, NAGY 1985, Nagy 1988]. The method is based on the fact that 
in the vicinity of hydrocarbon fields some special minerogenesis and rock 
alterations occur, giving rise to conductivity and polarizability changes (in 
both directions in the case of conductivity, and increase in the case of IP). 
For the cluster analysis of data, at least two wells (one productive and one 
dry) have to be in the study area. The result of this analysis is a probability 
contour map (Fig. 12).
4 .  Conclusions
In contemplating the causes of the differences in the composition of 
oils, several of them seem to be acceptable. They may have been caused 
by different migration velocities, or it may be presumed that the oil 
migrating upwards from the deep Neogene depressions to the SW along 
the overthrust plane, found remnants of previously migrating oils of 
different composition and a mixture came into being, or this mixing of 
different oils occurred during migration. Nevertheless, oil could only reach 
those parts of the reservoir system which were in contact with the overthrust 
plane. Therefore even within hydrodynamically distinct blocks no uniform 
phase order was formed: oil and water can be found above, below and 
side-by-side each other, depending on partial hydrodynamic connection or 
separation of fissured, permeable blocks.
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Fig. 12. Probability contour-map of WEGA—D survey 
1—probability values in %; 2 —existing well; 3—proposed locations for drilling 
12. ábra. A terület WEGA-D anomália képe 
1—WEGA-D valószínűségértékek %-ban; 2—mélyfúrás; 3—fúrási variációk 
Рис. 12. AHOManunWEGA-D на участке
1—значения вероятности W EGA-D в процентах; 2— скважина; 3— варианты проектных
скважин
Clarification of the extremely complex situation is further hindered by 
infiltrating fluids from deeper reservoirs during layer tests. In addition to 
the above-mentioned differences in pore fluids, some anomalous tempera­
ture (Déva-D-1/З, Fig. 3) and pressure data (Déva-D-2/7, Fig. 5) indicate 
such partial connection and separation of blocks. It can even be supposed 
that no reservoirs exist, but instead there are migration conduits in the 
basement complex, and these provide the inflowing oils in the wells.
In locating further exploration wells, the question is which of the 
blocks should be drilled. Those blocks near to the limits of the compres- 
sional zone (legend 5 in Fig. 8 ), are most probably too small to contain 
significant pore volume. Based on their SEISLOG processing, Canadian 
experts suggested drilling locations for oil in the basement complex and 
for gas in the Szalonta Sandstone along seismic section Dv-21 (see Fig. 8 ). 
However well Déva-D-2 did not verify these predictions. The probability 
contour lines of the WEGA-D map (Fig. 12) suggest that the most prom­
ising parts of the study area have already been drilled, although no test
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production has been carried out yet. Similarly, 3-D  seismics, which may 
have contributed to the clarification of the situation, was not yet shot.
For further drilling locations we see three possibilities: (i) West of well 
D éva-D -1, inside the probability anomaly of the WEGA-D map (point A, 
Fig. 12). In spite of the basement being in a lower position than in the 
existing well, that block seems to be the biggest (Fig. 8 ) and once it proved 
productive, not to mention the probability high, (ii) NNW of well 
D éva-D -1 (point В in Figs. 8  and 12) for testing the second largest block. 
This point is the westward projection of Point 2 of Teknica, where the block 
seems to be broader, (iii) NE of well Déva-D-2 (point C in Figs. 8 and 12) 
with the task of penetrating the overthrust plane which may be the main 
migration conduit, containing oil. This is the equivalent of Point 4 of 
Teknica. It must be admitted, however, that all three points are high-risk 
investments.
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A DÉVAVÁNYA-DÉLI METAMORF MEDENCEALJZATI SZERKEZET 
SZÉNHIDROGÉNKUTATÁSI PROBLÉMÁI — ESETTANULMÁNY
PAP Sándor, SŐREG Viktor és PAPNÉ HASZNOS Irén
1987-ben a Déva-D -1 fúrásban, miután elérte a repedezett breccsásodott aljzatot, 
vízből és kőolajból álló kétfázisú beáramlás következett be. Mivel a kőolaj mennyisége 
viszonylag jelentős volt (3 mm-es fúvókán 24,7 m3/nap kőolaj, 7,1 m3/nap víz és 1380 
m3/nap éghető gáz) a terület továbbkutatását határoztuk el. 1989-ben a kanadai Teknica 
cég elkészítette egy, a fúráson átmenő szeizmikus szelvény szeizlog változatát egy másik 
fúrás elhelyezése céljából. A még ebben az évben lemélyített Déva-D-2 fúrás a meden­
cealjzatot magasabb szerkezeti helyzetben tárta fel, azonban lényegesen kevesebb kőolajat 
adott mint az előző fúrás. A szerkezeti viszonyok tisztázására 1989-ben újabb szeizmikus 
mérésekre került sor. Feldolgozva az összes rendelkezésre álló geológiai és geofizikai
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információt megállapítható, hogy az erősen tektonizált aljzat egymástól hidrodinamikai- 
lag elkülönülő blokkokból épül Fel. A blokkok határait különböző típusú vetőzónák jelölik 
ki. Geokémiai elemzések alapján feltételezhető, hogy a D éva-D-1 fúrás kőolajbeármlásai 
nem egy rendszerhez tartoznak és két különböző típusú kőolajból állnak. Felmerül az a 
lehetőség is, hogy a kőolaj nem telepből vagy telepekből származik, hanem fellazult 
részekből, tektonikai övékből indulva töredezett zónában migrál. Bár a kockázat nagy, 
továbbkutatási javaslatokat nyújtottunk be.
ПРОБЛЕМЫ РАЗВЕДКИ УГЛЕВОДОРОДОВ НА УЧАСТКЕ 
DÉVAVÁNYA-ЮГ С ФУНДАМЕНТОМ, СОСТОЯЩИМ ИЗ 
МЕТАМОРФИЧЕСКИХ ПОРОД
Шандор ПАП, Виктор ШЕРЕГ, Ирен ПАПНЕ ХАСНОШ
В 1987. г. скважина Déva-D-1 достигла фундамента третичного бассейна, 
сложенного трещиноватыми, брекчированными породами. После этого в 
скважину началось просачивание двухкомпонентной жидкости, состоящей из 
воды и нефти. Так как количество нефти оказалось относительно значительным 
(через сопла с диаметром 3 мм получены за сутки 24.7 м нефти, 7.1 м воды и 
1380 м горючего газа), было решено продолжать исследование. В 1989. г. 
канадской фирмой Текника был изготовлен вариант сейслог одного из 
сейсмических разрезов, проходящих через эту скважину, с целью проложения 
другой.
Пробуренная в этом же году скважина Déva-D-2 вскрыла фундамент в 
более приподнятом структурном положении, чем D éva-D -1, однако из 
скважины было получено значительно меньше нефти. Для выяснения 
структурных соотношений в 1989. г. проводились новые сейсморазведочные 
измерения. После обработки всей имеющейся геологической и геофизической 
информации можно установить, что сильно тектонизированный фундамент 
состоит из гидродинамически отделяющихся друг от друга блоков. Границами 
блоков являются разнотипные зоны разломов. По данным геохимических 
анализов можно установить, что нефть скважины D éva-D -1 относится к разным 
системам и состоит из двух типов. Имеет место и такое предположение, 
согласно которому нефть получена не из одного или нескольких локальных тел, 
а мигрирует из раздробленных тектонизированных зон по трещиноватым 
зонам. Несмотря на большой риск рекомендуется дальнейшее изучение участка.
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AMPLITUDE ATTENUATION AND INDUSTRIAL NOISE 
ORIGIN IN THE EASTERN ALPS
W. LENHARDT and K. ARIC
A seismic model of the crust is presented, based on data evaluated by the ‘Alpine 
Explosion Seismology Group’ (AESG). Information taken from the amplitudes are 
denved. It is shown that the amplitude decay in this region can be simulated by introducing 
a relatively low quality factor (Q) in the crust.
The resulting Q values appear to be relatively small since they include scattering 
effects. Based on two different seismic phases, direct P-wave and Moho reflections, a crustal 
model could be divided into an upper and a lower part. The upper crust showed relatively 
constant absorption with Q at 6 Hz is about 90. In the lower crust a slight trend could be 
observed, starting with <9=350 in the west and increasing to 550 in the east. Geothermal sources 
should be situated in the upper crust due to the lower Q at shotpoint F.
Industrial noise covered the range of signal frequencies. Most of the noise could be 
attributed to agricultural machines and appeared to be monochromatic.
Keywords: seismic modeling, crust, quality factor, absorption, noise
1. Introduction
In September 1975 seismic measurements were carried out in Europe­
an cooperation on a long range profile (Alp 75) along the strike of the Alps 
between France and Hungary [AESG, Reporter: H. MILLER 1976]. Fig. la  
shows the refraction profiles 04 and 05 of ALP 75 with shotpoints D near 
Innsbruck, E near Judenburg and F in Hungary and also the main tectonic
* Abteilung Geophysik, Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geodinamik, Hohe Warte 
38, A -1190 Wien
** Institut für Meteorologie und Geophysik der Universität Wien, Hohe Warte 38, 
A-1190 Wien
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D1 Lake 2250 30 1500
D2 Lake 2250 50 2500
El Lake 2050 30 1500
E2 Lake 2050 50 2500
FI Boreholes 200 15 1000
F2 Boreholes 200 32 2000
F3 Boreholes 200 60 4000
Table I. Description of shot points 
/. táblázat. A  robbantópontok leírása 
Табл. I. Описание точек взрыва
Seismic energies were observed up to distances of 500 km with a 
MARS 66 recorder [BERCKHEMER 1970]. The equipment has a constant 
transfer function starting at 2 Hz. The seismic records were bandpass 
filtered from 2 to 30 Hz.
Intensive studies were carried out in seismic modelling based on 
traveltimes [MILLER et al. 1977, ARIC et al. 1979]. A seismic model for 
the East Alpine region published by ARIC [1981] was adapted and slightly 
improved near the shotpoints and at the Moho, to fit the observed ampli­
tudes (Figs, la, lb). For this purpose a ray tracing program [ARIC et al. 
1980] was improved in order to include the computation of theoretical 
amplitudes of first onsets and Moho reflections based on
A Theor = ^o' ke ■ kz- ks ■ ka
where
A0 amplitude at the shotpoint 
ke geometrical spreading 
kz reflection and transmission coefficient 
ks effect of free surface 
ka absorption
During the computation of theoretical amplitudes and the evaluation 
of the recordings, problems of seismic noise were encountered. Therefore, 
the second part of this paper deals with the identification and problems 
connected with the seismic noise [LENHARDT 1983]. Especially for the 
determination of the main signal frequency of the first onset, we found that 
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2. First estimation of quality factor in the crust based on an 
empirical law of amplitude decay
The evaluation of first onsets showed a remarkably constant decay of 
amplitudes. Therefore, a first estimation of the seismic quality factor Q 
[KNOPOFF 1964] based on a simplified crustal model (see Figs. 2 and 3) 
was carried out [LENHARDT 1983].
0 50 100 150 200
Fig. 2. First estimation of Q=f(z) from 
an amplitude decay of лг1 8 (km)
2. ábra. A Q=f(z) első közelítése xr18 
(km) amplitúdócsökkenéssel
Рис. 2. Первое приближение 
функции Q=f(z) при затухании 
амплитуд X'1 8 (km)
Empirically we can approximate the observed amplitude decay by
A(x) =A0 x~l8
which should also agree with the theoretical formula including both geo­







surface distance from shotpoint (km) 
depth-dependent absorption coefficient 
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a  is related to Q by
<? =
2  n
1 - e ~ 2aX
with X wavelength. In a lateral homogenous medium with constant gradi­






z(x) maximum depth (km)
v0 P-wave velocity at surface (km/s)
b gradient of the v0
hence a(x) as a function of depth can be described by the observation 
distance a(x)~a(z). To find a variation of the absorption coefficient with 
depth or distance, we can solve the problem iteratively by incrementing the 
observation distance x  (equivalent to the depth of penetration of the seismic 




-In + 2 £  sj) /  (xj1* e~2 Vy))
________ t i_________ t i________
si
Xj surface distance (km)
Sj ray path length in layer i (km)
S j ray path length in layer j  (km) 
a j absorption coefficient of layer j
The factor 2 in the summation of the ray paths in the recently computed 
layers refers to the down and upgoing ray. By introducing the simple model 
for the crust with velocity of
V = Vj +k - z \  Vj = 6.00 km /s; £ = 0.04 1/s 
Z depth (km)
V average P -wave velocity (km/s) from z (km)
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and the initial condition where the first layer has a constant absorption and 
velocity, we find the depth dependence of Q. Figure 2 shows the resulting 
discrete function Q=f(z) using the dominant frequency of 6  Hz.
In the upper part of the model we get Q values less than 150. Since the 
lower crust should show much higher values (Fig. 3), a ray tracing program 
was adapted to enable Q to be computed from a crustal model derived from 
traveltimes observed in the East Alpine region. By using both of the first 
onsets (refracted P-waves) and reflections from the Moho, it was possible 
to divide the crust into an upper and a lower layer with constant Q. As a 
result of three shotpoints at large distances from each other (distance about 
220 km) a slight lateral change in Q becomes apparent (Fig. 3).
It can be stated that the upper crust has an almost constant Q of about 
90. ARIC et al. [1980] introduced a low-velocity layer in the upper crust 
near to shotpoint E to explain reflection onsets. This thin zone at a depth 
between 8 and 12 km was interpreted by ARIC [1981] as the ‘Schieferhiille’ 
of the Austroalpine unit (PREY [1980], see Figs, la and lb). This layer is 
also supported by theoretical amplitudes which show their maximum in the 
observed range between 60 and 90 km.
The absorption in the lower crust seems to be very much less, hence 
the Q-factor is higher. We find Q values of 350 in the western part which 
increase to 550 in the east shotpoint F. This result contradicts the usual 
concept of low Q — high geothermal gradient. Therefore the source of heat 
in Hungary has to be expected in the upper crust [ARIC et al. 1987].
Knowledge of the origin of seismic noise is interesting from several 
aspects. First of all the design of a seismic array strongly depends on the 
background seismicity. Further, if recorded data are disturbed by unwanted 
stationary time series, the design of filters can be optimized by applying a 
noise analysis. Practically all unwanted signals and time series are usually 
understood as noise. Now we can differentiate between sources of natural 
origin and those that are man-made. Whereas emitted time series of natural 
sources are extremely broadbanded due to different mechanisms like tides, 
wind and natural background seismicity, man-made noise in the near field 
due to industry mainly lies between 2 and 50 Hz. Especially in this 
frequency range we have to expect signals on the seismic long range 
profiles.
The evaluation of industrial noise is determined and limited by am­
plification. Recordings in the near field (10 km) could not be used since 
the signal to noise ratio was too high and a filter to remove the noise became 
ineffective. Due to the amplification which is chosen for a good evaluation 
of the first onset, the noise is simply covered by white noise from digitizing.
As a lower level of industrial noise an empirical amplitude of 10' 4 cm/s 
was chosen.
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3. Evaluation and identification of seismic noise
As mentioned above only a frequency range from 2 to 30 Hz can be 
interpreted. Time intervals of 256 samples equivalent to 2.56 seconds were 
analysed by FFT [COOLEY and TUKEY 1965] of each vertical component. 
Since the amplitude decay approximately follows an exponential law we 
have a short explanation on the distribution of noise amplitudes for the 
profiles (Fig. 4).
The amplitudes of the seismic waves which were caused by the charges 
fired by ALP 75, were comperable if they were weighted by x1 8 (km). Yet 
Fig. 4 shows a signal to noise ratio exceeding 1.0 in about 100 km which 
calls for effective filtering in the far field for that charge and geometry of 
blasting. At distances up to 100 km first onsets and noise amplitudes can 
have similar amplitudes (Fig. 4). It should be mentioned that any kind of 
distributed shots (borehole, lake) produced similar signals and the fre­
quency range always overlapped with that of the noise. A variation of signal
X(km)
Fig. 4. Noise amplitudes on both profiles and their increase due to distance weighting to ensure 
that the amplitude of the first onset is constant. The dots are the observed noise amplitudes along 
the profiles. The signal has a reference amplitude from 0.1 to 3. Minimum noise amplitude
belongs to MO'4 cm/s
4. ábra. Zaj-amplitúdók a szelvényeken és növekedésük az első beérkezések konstans 
amplitúdóját biztosítva a távolság szerinti súlyozásnak megfelelően. A pontok az észlelt 
zaj-amplitúdókat jelölik. A jel referencia amplitúdószintje 0,1-3. A minimális zaj-amplitúdó
MO'4 cm/s-nak felel meg
Рис.4. Амплитуда шумов по профилю и ее увеличение согласно взвешиванию по 
расстоянию при сохранении постоянства амплитуды первых поступлений. Точками 
обозначены наблюденные амплитуды шума. Уровень амплитуды опорного сигнала 
0.1-3. Минимальная амплитуда шума соответствует 1 1 0-4 см/сек
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form by shot geometry and charge on a long-range profile seems to be 
impossible due to the absorption of seismic waves in the earth.
Noise interpretation can be carried out only at distances greater than 
10 km from the shotpoint. At smaller distances the amplification of the 
equipment was usually very low in order to read the amplitudes. Similarly 
MEISSNER and STEGENA [1977] (pp. 51-53) observed that a noise level of 
10"4 cm/s limits the radius (10 km) of seismic observations around each 
station.
Especially next to the Tauem window (Fig. 3), in absence of any 
industry, only 16 2/3 Hz were observed but not completely explained. The 
Austrian Railway usually uses this frequency otherwise it should not 
influence stations at a distance of more than 10 km (Fig. 5). One feature 
which appeared very soon was the strong amplification of low frequency 
noise (2-5 Hz) in sedimentary basins as described STEIN et al. [1967] and 
PLESINGER and WIELAND [1974], in the same range of amplification of 
factor 10. Extremely high absorption in sediments is the reason for the loss 
of the higher parts of the frequency spectrum and the low frequency parts 
of the seismic signature are enhanced due to resonance.
Low frequencies (4-6 Hz) are also produced by industrial organiza­
tions equipped with machines such as saw-mills (Fig. 5) which are very 
frequent in the Alpine region. Other industries (coal mining, steel) cover a 
frequency range from 2-6 Hz that is precisely the expected spectra from 
blasts in the far field. Since the frequency content of the P-wavelet lies 
between 5 and 6 Hz for P -waves at distances from 30 to 200 km, mono­
chromatic noise emitted by industry could be eliminated by using filters.
r e l . f r e q u e n c y r e l . f r e q u e n c y
d o m in a t in g  f re q u e n c y  in  cps d o m in a t in g  f r e q u e n c y  i n  cps
Fig. 5. Dominating frequencies of noise and their corresponding sources 
5. ábra. Domináns zaj-frekvenciák és a hozzájuk tartozó források 
Рис.5. Доминирующие частоты шума и отвечающие им источники
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AMPLITÚDÓCSILLAPODÁS ÉS IPARI ZAJOK EREDETE A 
KELETI-ALPOKBAN
W. LENHARDT és K. ARIC
Az “Alpine Explosion Seismology Group” (AESG) által kiértékelt adatokon alapuló 
szeizmikus kéregmodell kerül bemutatásra. Levezetik az amplitúdókból nyerhető infor­
mációkat és megmutatják, hogy az amplitúdócsökkenés ezen a területen a kéregre vonat­
kozó, viszonylag kicsi Q faktor bevezetésével szimulálható.
Az eredményként kapott Q értékek alacsonynak bizonyultak mivel tartalmazzák a 
szóródási hatásokat. Két különböző szeizmikus fázisnak megfelelően—direkt P-hullám 
és Moho-reflexiók—a kéregmodell egy felső és egy alsó részre osztható. A felső kéreg 
viszonylag állandó abszorpciót mutatott Q=9Q értekkel 6 Hz-nél. Az alsó kéregben egy 
enyhe emelkedő tendencia figyelhető meg Ç=350-tôl Q=550-re, nyugatról kelet felé 
haladva. Az F robbantópontnal jelentkező alacsonyabb Q-nak megfelelően geotermikus 
forrás valószínű a felső kéregben.
Az ipari zajok lefedték a jelfrekvenciák tartományát. A zajok legnagyobb része 
monokromatikusnak bizonyult és mezőgazdasági berendezéseknek tulajdonítható.
ПРИЧИНА ЗАТУХАНИЯ АМПЛИТУД И ПРОМЫШЛЕННЫХ ШУМОВ В
ВОСТОЧНЫХ АЛЬПАХ
В. ЛЕНХАРДТ, К. АРИК
П оказывается сейсмическая модель земной коры, основанная на 
интерпретации данных, выполненной (AESG). Приводятся данные, получаемые 
по амплитудам, и показывается, что затухание амплитуд на участке хорошо 
симулируется введением фактора Q относительно небольшой величины, и 
отнесенной к коре.
Полученные в результате величины Q оказались низкими в связи с 
влиянием дисперсии. Модель коры, составленная по двум разным волнам 
(прямая Р волна и отражения от поверхности Мохо), разделяется на верхнюю и 
нижнюю часть. Верхняя кора характеризуется постоянством абсорбции при 
(?=90 на 6 гц. В нижней коре отмечается тенденция слабого повышения 
значения Q с запада (>=350 на восток Q=550. Согласно низким значениям Q у 
точки взрыва F в верхней коре предпологается наличие геотермического 
источника.
Д и а п а з о н  частот  сигналов п ер ек р ы т  шумом п р о м ы ш л е н н о г о  
происхождения. Основная часть шумов оказалась монохроматичной, и, 
по-видимому,связана с работой сельскохозяйственной техники.
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ról belső vagy személyes felhasználásra kutatási vagy oktatási célokra magánszemélyek, 
oktatók, könyvtárak vagy egyéb, nem kereskedelmi szervezetek másolatokat készítsenek. 
Engedélyezzük a megjelentetett cikkek összefoglalóinak felhasználását referátumok 
összeállításában. Egyéb célú másoláshoz, mint például: terjesztés, hirdetési vagy reklám 
célok, új, összefoglaló jellegű anyagok összeállítása, eladás, nem járulunk hozzá. Az 
egyedi kéréseket kérjük a szerkesztőnek címezni. Nem számolunk fel díjat a kiadványa­
inkban szereplő ábrák, táblázatok, rövid idézetek más tudományos cikkben vagy könyv­
ben való újrafelhasználásáért, de az idézés pontosságát és a forrás megjelölését 
megkívánjuk.


